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Computing team fields calls for jumpstarts,
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Pre-dawn sessions, coach prepares
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McKinleyville resident Victoria Civilia, a volunteer at the event, lights a candle in memory of the women
assault, rape or other forms of abuse that specifically targets women.

convene to condemn violence

Women

OB

Ovvere

who have falien victim to sexual

Chants, performers and march around Arcata bring women together
Every spring, students and com "4

:

BY Jenniran

Eisenman

LUMBERJACK STAFF

omen gathered Friday
to speak out against
violence, oppression
and the abuse to women in society.
They marched though town
chanting things such as “women
unite, take back the night,” “Heyhey, ho-ho, this patriarchy has got
to go,” and “Two, four, six, eight,
violence we won't tolerate.”
This was all part of Take Back

the Night, a night for women to use
their voices to break down the
walls of inequality and reclaim
themselves, their sexuality and
their value as human beings.
The pre-rally started at 6 p.m.
with presentations by activists,
educators, students, poets and musicians.

The rally also incorporated an

open mike, as well as a march for
the women.

The march began at 9 p.m. in the

U.C. Quad and traveled through
campus, the dorms and circled

'., twice around the Arcata Plaza...
es

48

Ed ba a

43 i

;
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4

Dozens of survivors of. sexual

munity members work together. to: _agsault spoke to share thejr pain
and anger. Many spoke with hope,
present the Take Back the Night
a few with embarrassment — all
rally.
with the goal of healing. —
Women’s studies sophomore
“Creating community around isEmily Bolton said the goals of the
rally were to educate participants. sues of violence is really imporabeut violence, empower survi-. tant, supporting people and their
processof dealing with it in a loud,
vors, break the violence and end
_ vocal, but normalized way, ” Butler
sexual violence.
During the women-only march, said.
the
included:
Presenters
men could participate in a discus.
Humboldt Women for Shelter; Kim
sion group of their own. Bolton
said men Were not permitted to Berry, program ‘leader of the.
women’s studies department; and
take part in the march.
Ronnie Swartz, a social work pro“Every year is different; every
year the coordinating team decides fessor.
Each spoke about domestic vioif men can take part in the march.
lence and women’s victimization
Anyone can have their voice heard
by the system. Bethany, an area
and help create. ‘Take Back the
singer and songwriter, performed
Night’ together. Everyone on cama song she wrote for the rally.
pus is welcome to help contribute,”
Alix Olson, a renowned spokenof
said Shanna Butler, co-director
word artist, poet and performer
the Women’s Center.
from New York, was a featured
Bryce Kyburz, co-founder of Real
speaker at the rally.
Men, said, “Women who have surOlson was a member of the 1996
asvived violence such as sexual
sault and domestic abuse take the

opportunity to speak during open-

ot

mike night.”
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EMPOWERING STUDENTS

YOUR VOICE

Events Field.

Ceremony awards

YOUR POWER

The fair will be held in con-

disabled grads
~ The Student Disability Resource Center is holding its
fourth annual Recognition
Awards Ceremony Thursday.

STUDENT RIGHTS
INTEGRITY
UNIQUENESS

The

event will honor

the

achievements and efforts of

graduating students with dis.
abilities.

The ceremony
will also recog-

Legislative

CAHSS

Vice President

Representative

Kate
CAHSS

AS

President Representative

Write In: Juan Mendez-Administrative Vice-President

free yourself
from the chains
ef your nermal
life

‘Backstreet Boys action figure?

assistants for hire

Find parking easier
Parking and commuter ser-

vices has established a service
that will set up car pool partsearch assistant program has |
ners.
been established by the office
The service will list applifor Research and Graduate
cants from the same area that
Studies and Financial Aid.
are interested and willing to
The purpose of the program
car pool.
is to match qualified graduate
The list will consist of the
students with faculty members
names and phone numbers of

A work-study graduate re-

Ca TSI]
a

who

have research/creative

Journalism

projects requiring a research
assistant.
Students must be eligible for
work-study.

@Aj{DUs04j0

2002-03 academic year are available for up to 15 hours of work
per week.
To participate in the pro-

Ss

iia ae

b

State

Awards of up to $5,000 for the

Authentic leather gear?
+».
Come see us.

OUs Sy 5448

gram, contact the office in Si-

emens Hall 212, or call 826-3949.

® penwon wae oavosow gue
CORNER
OF 4th & A on 101 South, EUREKA

+ RAPE
610 OR

quested, and HSU students can
attend free.
No human will be turned
away, but dogs are not allowed.
This is a family event, and
children are welcome at the
children’s fun zone.
For more information, contact Faith at 822-9332 or Morgan
at 826-1340.

with ride sharing

BS

Humboldt

gram support provided
by various campus faculty, staff and
administrators.
The disability resource center offers services to enhance
access for students with learning, mobility, visual, communication and other disabilities.
The ceremony will be from 1
to3 p.m. in the Goodwin Forum.

with the Arts and

Music Festival on Saturday
from noon to 8 p.m.
There will be food and retail
vendors, informational booths
and tours of CCAT.
Music will be played on a renewable-energy-powered
stage.
A $1 to $5 donation is re-

(707) 444-0111 * www.redwoodharley.com

Class helps seniors
create resumes
A Career Center course will
help graduating seniors as they
enter the “real world.” The

ning resume.

“ASTROLOGY

The workshop is today at 4
p.m. in Nelson Hall West Room
2382.

Annual festival gets
a new location

‘

Student

Intro Rate

Salin ”

Rain

yi *e * + b8SU908

Readings

PM

Sugday

at 10 pm» Monday

at | pm

astroesalinarain. com

parking place at 10 a.m. may
become easier.
For an application, e-mail
parking@humboldt.edu or call
826-3773.:

Food Not Waste on
U.C. Quad Thursday
Celebrate Earth Day Week

workshop, “Resumes for Graduating Seniors,” will inform students on how to develop a win-

° The tamnertnet |

ridesharers near you..
With at-least three people in
the same vehicle, finding a

The 11th annual HSU Renew- able Energy and Sustainable
Living Fair will
a new locale this year: t e Special

with Food Not Waste on the U.C. .
Quad Thursday from 11 a.m. to
2pm. with food, music, activities and information.
Food Not Waste is a food sale
put on by students for students.
Food Not Waste means eating
food without creating any
waste.
To avoid waste, the food is
bought in bulk without packaging.
The food is then served on

washable dishes to eliminate
the need to throw away paper
or plastic.

Call the Campus Recycling
Program at 826-4162 for details.
~ compen

sv Launa Tanxansisy

—
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nize the contributions and pro-
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Security to improve with
nen

installation of cameras
physical planner

part

of

the

university's infrastructure project,

a

They are

of physical ser- velllance cameras.

LUMBERJACK STAFF
s

Perez, “These cameras aren’t sureS

new cameras will be installed
as an increased measure of security.
“(These cameras) are designed to allow for enhanced
security and the ability to
monitor the safety of different
areas on campus,” UPD Chief
Robert Foster said.
Originally 15 cameras were
proposed, however because of
cost, the number of cameras

were reduced.
Recent: plans call for the installation of six new cameras
in areas that include the Jolly
Giant Commons parking lot,

the new staircase leading to
Mill Street, the corner of 14th

said the 8° security cameras. These are
vices,
curity cameras

are a part of the Not cameras that are going to

$17 million infra- pe watching
the
ing
university’s wa-

ment.”

systems and improving the campus’ sidewalks
and staircases.
Money for the cameras
should come out of the infrastructure project, and is in the
range of $120,000.
However, much of that goes

the cameras and present to the
campus the extent of the cam-

eras’ capabilities before the
cameras are installed.
Minimal impact on pedestrian traffic is expected during
installation of the cameras.

to the fiber-optic system which
will help run the cameras,
Perez said.

To ensure the effectiveness
of the cameras, Foster said the

oversees the infrastructure

“The cameras are only going

Mallcraft, the company who

and Music buildings and Laurel Drive behind Founders Hall.

Conduit for the cameras have
already been installed.
The cameras should be running by July, Perez said.

through consultation with public safety.

UPD police chief

cal and security

project, will work on the instal-

The locations were selected

but

people,

c. rather watching the environprojedstruc
is upgra
whichture

Street and L.K. Wood Boule-

vard, the footbridge underpass,
the walkway behind the Art

|

Aa

Phil

sv Maze. Lopavico

On LL
LAER

With moving cameras, HSU will be on tape 24 hours a day

lation of the cameras.

Foster said the university
will advertise the locations of

your port of call for
experienced clothing & vintage threads

cameras will be monitored 24
hours a day.

. featuring
Humboldt sweatshirts,

to provide the level of security
that you are able to monitor
them. It doesn’t do any good to
have a camera going with no
one watching,” said Foster.
How the cameras will be

t-shirts & caps

see Cameras, page 7
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442-2345
2390 Myrtle
Ave, Eureka
Mon: 10-3 Tue: 12-5 Wed: 10-3

822-7039
607 F Street, Arcata
Tee: 12-5 Wed: 10-3 Thur: 12-$ Fri: 12-5

24 Hour Hotline 725-5676

bring verification.

in Sunset Court. Officers managed to revive the vehicle.

5:18 p.m. Another vehicle required a pick-me-up in the Mai
Kai lot. Officers managed to

provide such the thing.

Comfort and Fashion

www.shoeenvy.com
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3:38 p.m. A hit-and-run was
reported on Granite Avenue.
Officers responded to take a
report, and stopped the suspect

possible cruelty to animals was
taken in the Creekview parking
lot.

vehicle on U.S. Highway 101.

1:36 p.m. A flyer-distributor
4:12 p.m. Someone reported a

was contacted in Mai Kai lot for
leaving fliers in Harpst, 14th

and B Streets and
Griffith Hall lots.

friend at the Student Health
Center who was in need of an
ambulance. When an officer
and ambulance responded, the

Harry

Tuesday, April 16
2:09 a.m. It was a case of un-

mentioned lots.

person refused help.
5:19 p.m. A big fan of Don’s
Donuts spray painted the name

lawful waste dumping when

sees

Friday, April 19
2:20 a.m. A noise complaint

someone threw food at a Canyon Hall window.
Officers
contacted
the

in a Canyon hall was investi-

dumper, advised him of his of-

gated by officers. There was no

fense, and referred the matter

noise, just a possession-of-mari-

to Housing and Dining Ser-

juana violation
to be discussed.

vam.
re

10: 05. a.m. An officer was

She requested a ride to the
hospital, but refused the
officer’s counteroffer of requesting an ambulance.
2702 p.m.

A female was re-

ported in company of an unleashed pit bull in Forbes Com-

way to Science B. It
was determined to
be
the
moving

12:38 p.m. Officers responded

1:19 p.m. Bongo
drums
were
re-

was provided an escort to the
Student Health Center.

brary lot was suspected to have
leaked a small amount of radiator fluid onto the pavement.
The radiator was dry, and it

leading

to

10:27 p.m. “Whooping and
hollering” was reported going
on the in the Jolly Giant lot. It
was quiet on officers’ arrival
and departure.
11:38 p.m. Officers confiscated alcohol from a minor in
Redwood/Sunset
halls.
Saturday, April 20

see UPD, page 10

This Week

vehicle’s fault.

This Semester

ported going off on
the second-floor
balcony of Cypress

14

Hall. It was quiet
on officer's arrival
and departure.
3:06 p.m. A student
reported

stairs

8:20 p.m. A loud argument
was heard in the area of Redwood/Sunset halls. It was quiet
on officer’s arrival.

10:25 a.m. A ve-

Wednesday, April 17
8:11 a.m. Graffiti was reported in three places in the
Natural Resources building.

the

Founders Hall. The black spray
damage is estimated to cost less
than $400.

9:58 a.m. Someone,
parked in
a tow-away zone in Sunset
Court, returned
to his/her car
right before it was towed. The
illegally parked person was
given a parking violation, but
got to keep the car.

hicle hit a parked
trailer in the drive-

to the report of an ill woman in
the Art building restroom. She

on

7:57 a.m. Arcata Police Department officers
were busy so
UPD
officers handled
a
noninjury
traffic accident near
the entrance
to the Library lot.

ion.

9:10 p.m. A vehicle in the Li-

McKinleyville Shopping Center
840-0968

3:15 p.m. APD requested assistance with a 15-minute-old
assault. Officers searched for
the suspect vehicle, a white
Ford escort, with two females
inside.

12:11 p.m. A delayed reportof

The warned individual removed his fliers from the afore-

his or her unleashed compan-

We've Confused

The student was advised to

ee

* Clothing
for Mom and Baby

Thursday, April 18
2:12 a.m. A housing employee
requested officers take possession of a small amount of
found marijuana. The slatedfor-destruction drugs were
found in Redwood/Sunset
halls.

4:45 p.m. Officers responded
to another reportedly dead car

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?
+ Information and Educatiqnal Materials

word yet on the radiator
fluid’s
effects.

in the Library lot.

Founders Hall 118+ 6:30 pm

FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential

was estimated after vandalism
was discoveredon Housing and
Dining grounds vehicles on
Granite Avenue.

on

April 21 & 28 * May 5

ing order. Officers
were unable

to confirm
a eourt order was in

3:04 p.m. Officers provided
another jump start to a vehicle

by
Michael
Ruppert

Three Dates!

be moved in the morning. No

ee
ee
oo

.

nee

th

9:05 a.m. Damage up to $1,000

1:40 p.m. Officers provided a
jump start to a vehicle parked
on 14th Street.

THE TRUTH
«AND
SES OF
September

someone violating a restrain-

was decided the vehicle would

a

Monday, April 15

ce

ye

8
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Cameras —
mon6
plow an
© Conrmu

measure

to have,

especially if they are
g
inube cont
gotoin
ally monitored.”
Clifford Held
undeclared freshman
monitored has not been,
cided, however Foster said
cameras could possibly
employment opportunities

dethe
add
for

~

students who would monitor

the cameras for any illegal activity or any other situations
that would call for immediate
response.
For those with privacy concerns, Foster said the cameras

will be installed in various public areas and will not be directed at any private locations.
Aplan to have a moving cam-

lai

era installed near Redwood and
Sunset halls was rejected because it would be at one point
be directed toward the resi-

piekice tell

dence halls.
“These cameras are not surveillance cameras,” Foster

said. “They are security cameras. These are not cameras

that are going to be watching
the »
people, but rather watching
environment.”

The cameras will be detectable to pedestrians, but will be
placed in a concrete structure,
in acrylic domes or in a high
location to prevent vandalism
of the cameras.
“HSU should be extremely
safe, and people who are up to
no good should know that
they’re there,” Perez said.

Because ‘sometimes you don't want the’.

person on'the other’end to hear everything.
For all. those times: when you just cant talk, there's Mobile

Messaging from U.S.Cellular? Now you can send.and receive

ES

ene ee eee

For many students, the cameras present a necessary pre-

“+: yinlimiter? text: messages right on your cell phone — for
jist $2.95 a month. It's the cheap, fun way to keep in touch.

caution.
“J think they’re a good idea,”
said undeclared freshman
.Clifford Held. “Students are not

Even better, you wont use any of your manthly airtime minutes.

the only ones coming onto campus, and the cameras are a nice
measure to have, especially if
they are going to be continually

—

monitored.”

‘ Foster also said the cameras —
will provide an extra deterrence to crime and allow for
prompt reaction to illegal activ-

ee

ity.

“we'll be able to respond
more quickly and that will provide for a higher level of service — a more efficient level of
service. That, of course, is our
intent here at UPD,” Foster
said.

—

:

order

at home,

FREE

delivery

1°888*BUY-USCC
uscellular.com

- RRUS. Cellular
We connect

wi

Mescapng feae. Sxboctber's plane: rust te wake Oe git
al patie: stsabe 10 US. Celkla dgkal weckes cavice and 10 te Mebile
laves not included. Other restrictions may apply. See stove for details.
*Requies a digital mobile ctiginaled capable phone. Service equbes that
subscriber,
Messaging
Mcbile
Coltulas
can reply to meccages cant by anofs US.
o their home aiea toveceive and send short tex messages. Subscaibe
coverage portion

To shop by phone, or for a store near you call
4-888-BUY-USCC
~
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. was reportedly grabbed inapprogramming: to deter poten-
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LuMa
Associated

tial hate incidents is also called
Students

re-

to this year’s violent

after the eventsof
saider
Butl

activities by writing a resolution against hate crimes on
campus.
The resolution states that

Sept. 11 and other expressions
of hate, the campus has
planned and facilitated an extensive education program,
which included open mike ses-

the appropriate environment to
broaden perspectives or to al-

sions, teach-ins, the Diversity

students are not being provided

.

for in the resolution. -

low them to become more effective allies of hate-incident sur‘vivors.
The resolution calls for a director of diversity to ad-

~ equately fulfill responsibilities
addressing diversity issues.

Steven Butler, vice president

of student affairs, said in a letter to AS that a search for the
vacant compliance and diver-

sity position is currently under
way and that reports should be
addressed to the vice president
of academic

affairs, rather

than student affairs.

Conference and most recently,
the Tunnel of Oppression.

The resolution states the of-

fice of student affairs must provide programs of intervention

by professional staff, rather

than survivors, to antes these
issues.

“Hate-based lergetind is not
acceptable to the students of
HSU. Students are working to
address these issues,” AS President Elexis Mayer said.
The most recent hate crime

was on Jan. 22, when a female
HSU student was victim of a
sexual assault. The victim,

sen

sO
eae

wie

ae 8 oe em

Elexis Mayer

propriately. Fliers were placed
around campus in search for
the suspects.
The case was treated as a
hate crime because of the gender-based comments made dur-

of
generally and not to an ident Bus to make students aware

Kearns, director of university
relations.
Butler said there have been

incidents

ing the attack,

said Sean

four reported cases of hate
crimes on campus, two of
which were classified as hate

incidents, between fall 2001 and

spring 2002.
According to the California
Penal Code, the difference be-

tween a hate crime and hate
incident is that.a hate crime

has to enhance another crime
such as an act of intimidation,

harassment, physical force or
the threat of physical force, directed against any person, family or their property. An incident includes elements of hate
activity but are only directed

5

:?

president
|
Associated Students

“their rights under the Califorfiable victim.
nia Education Code for a safe
Psychology junior aaa
environment, free from harassrene reported more than 178

a3 targeting

transgender students in a 60
in a letter sent to studay period
dents affairs and UPD.
UPD

Sgt. Roger Schroeder

said, “The(se) accounts of hate
crimes were received, and each
one was looked into, however
the letters were received after
the fact and too late to act on the
crime.”

Schroeder said it is impor-

tant to report crimes immediately so that actions can be

taken to prevent further harm
or damage.

The resolution was passed
Feb. 25, and is circulating cam-

ment and discrimination.

The new draft states that past
as the establishattémpts, such
ment of the Campus Climate
Committee and an anti-hate

campaign, have not been successful.
According to the resolution,
these attempts did not bring
about the desired effect of cur-

tailing hate incidents on campus.
AS has planned a “Stop the
Hate Rally” May 1 from noon to
2 p.m. on the U.C. Quad.
For more information about
the rally, contact Elexis Mayer
at 826-5412. :

Ccasaapemeas to the

Sean hescea
A Difference
Award Nominees for 2001-2002
Gabriella N. Ahmadia
her n
R. Anderso
Christop
Efren A. Aragundi

Colleen F. Duran
n
M. Dybvig
Shanno
Brenda L. Fairley

Sebastian A. Araya

_ Nicholas A. Gai

Wrenay J. Chariton

David M. Haller

David R. Campio

Bryan M. Grundon

Kristen S. Colby

Christen E. Hardee

Lisa M. DiPietro

Angela E. Jimenez

Cassidy Donnelly

Linden L. Kimmerer

Mary A. Cruse
Lindsey B. Curtis _
Danielle D. Dean .
Kyle T. Diesner
Kristina A. Domholt

Doordan
- RyP.an

Randall L. Hicks
C. Hood
Fred Hooks
Liz P. Huaynate

Robin E. Pagliuco
James E. Payton, Il

Jaclyn M. Kolesar .
Sara C. Lindsay ..
Nicole C, Lynch

Elianal.Machuca

1 E. Macias

Katharine J. Pelmear

_-

Ryan A. Mann Hamilton
Elexis}. Mayer .

LynnV.
Amy L.
Keli'L.
Jennifer

Mcindoo
MéNamara
Meadows
L. Miller

Jocelyn S. Moriarty

Kelley D. Kiesling

Hanna L. Mounce

Gretchen R. Kinney

Melissa R. Ortiz

Austin M. Nichols

Tammy S. Smart
_ Jennifer A. Smith
Marchette L. Stamps

Jenny M. Perez

Andrew L. Stubblefield

Valrie A. Pitek

Claudia Tello

Bodie J. Pfost

Andrew H. Posner

Christopher R. Rieger
Margaret A. Robbins
__ Rosalie J. Roberts
Miranda J. Ruseell
BoMee K. Rutte

Dennis T. Sagar

Nicole M. Syth

Tiwari

Tolupeni J. Vaefaga
Natalee Webb
Sheila R. Weeks
Phillippa E. Wehle

A. Young
' Kelcey

Priscilla Zuniga

Joella R. Schiepan

gan
Anne Celeste-MeSerene

Award for
Clubs ° Al
Athletics or
* Excellence in
* Excellence in an Academic Disci
Poe a
Aso ted siadents na
Associa
” Grstanding Conttbution fo* anWoman
.
°
* Outstanding Contribution eames Club or *
Year
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Year
the
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in Fine Arts °
ees ab ene sie xcgllenc in Community Service
pis os.
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Pow Wow .

12th annual HSU

° Available
to all students,
faculty
& staff

The HSU Pow Wow, held in the West Gym last weekend, provided a setting
for participants and spectators to come together, to preserve'traditional
and contemporary Native American regalia. The pow wow, a northerp Style
competition pow wow, was organized and provided by a committee of HSU
students, staff and faculty, as well as members of outlying communities

° Calls can be made

3456

Night: Featured speaker Alix Olson stirs up the.crowd
© ConTiNUED FROM PAGE 3
ship Poetry Slam Team and the

1999 OutWrite National Poetry
Slam Champion.
She has performed at an array of New York City venues

including Harlem’s Apollo Theatre.
She has traveled throughout
the nation, performing at a di-

verse range of clubs, theaters,
colleges,

universities

and

events such as the 1999 Naof
Organization
tional
Women’s National Conference.

I’ve never
“Incredible.
and been so
hard
laughed so
pissed off atthe same time,”

said Cyd Desso, sociology and

inanimate

siiesienitiaieaitiii hid iinet

Siaieeainliails

“Creating community around‘issues of

violence is, really important, supporting

people and their process of dealing with

it in a loud, vocal, but normalized way.”

Shanna Butler

Women's Center.co-director
Et

women studies junior, ee

Marchers walked through

the streets to, hanking horns
and screams ‘of support
mingled
with confused glares
of people who didn’t quite understand the concept.
The participants managed to
pick up a few marchers along

Olson.

Other presenters included
skits by Spare Change, a sex
education theater troupe. .
The marchers brought patrons out of the bars on the

Arcata Plaza and residents out

of their homesintown..
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DECAPUA. D.C.
JEROME
Wurow Cattx Crroreactc ¢ Ornce (530) 629-2474

* Connwuen
Frou pace 6
12:11 a.m. Loud people were
reported
in the Redwood Manor
carport. Officers contacted four
people who agreed to quiet
down.
12:52 a.m. Chanting was reported in the Jolly Giant lot.
Officers again discovered it

707.443.0326
800.869.6506
Fax: 707.445.2368

quiet on arrival.

2:03 a.m. A man was arrested
on charges of drunken driving
on College Boulevard. He was
transported to, booked and
lodged at Humboldt County
Correctional Facility.
3:54 a.m. Drummers
fled from
the Canyon gazebo to the forest
after officers approached, responding
to a noise complaint.
Sunday, April 21
' Midnight: A man was arrested on charges of drunken
driving
in Plaza Circle. He was
transported to, booked and
lodged at the Humboldt County
Correctional Facility.
12:43 a.m. Officers cited a

ANNIE’S
HOMEGROWN

ANNIE’'S
NATURALS

minor in possession of alcohol

and warned another regarding
alcohol violations in the Theatre Arts building.

Family Size
Shells and

Cheddar
12:02.

Visit our
Produce
Dept!..

Every
day isa

1°

’ 1:43 a.m. A man was arrested
on suspicion of being drunk in
public in the Mai Kai lot. He
was transported to, booked and
lodged at the Humboldt County
Correctional Facility.

.

1%

—

NEWMAN'S OWN

GLACEAU
Smart Water

Alphabet

a

Cookies

3:20 a.m. An officer advised
housing of broken glass in the
second floor stairwell of Redwood/Sunset halls.

1.5 Wter

10 o2.,

8:25 a.m. A parent requested
that an officer contact a stu-

Farmers

dent. An officer advised the
child about giving the folks a
call once in awhile.

Market
at The

LUNDBERG

12:20 a.m. The door to the

Field House storage room was
kicked in, and the lock was
damaged.
12:49 p.m. Less than $400 of
vandalism
was reported in the
Forbes Complex men’s locker
room.

-

5:14 p.m. Officers assisted
APD by attempting to locate a
distraught individual running
from the Mad River Commu-

4

EEE

ARCATA

CO-OP

nity Hospital.

Officers located the person
and escorted him/her back to

the hospital.

~
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Farmers’ Market returns
Dearee

that have been around from the

py Sanan Finnay
‘ Layanacr STARF |
resh cutflowers, eggs,

lettuce, fruit and vegetable 'Starts,

and

were just
dried and fresh hedtie

some of the items available as
the 2002 Farmers’ Market on

1 the Arcata Plaza aor

Aprilis,

= jt?"

- on

call the local markets selling each

the crowd.
People of all ages adorned

the Plaza, circling the booths;

dancing to thé music, sprawl-

ing'in the grass and chatting
with friends.
In its 24th year, the Saturday
Bayside resident Sue Huntress (top left) steps up to
Valley Floral Farms’ booth as Arcata residents Deidra
Lashmet and Kevin Hooper arrange flowers.

x candies.a
of beeswaoe

arts

junior,
ane4

looks over's dieplay
EN

sean
eee

market plays host to nearly 80
businesses throughout its sea-

son.
Approximately
were on pn

— ciuiditig.Sdme
r

David Gilkerson of Earth-NHands Farm has been a consistent member of the Saturday

very beginning. 3
For David Reed of Reed’s Bees,
24 years of attending the Farm- market for more than a decade
ers’ Market has been a family and, like Reed, finds the comaffair, both his vpn and those of munity and atmosphere to be
continually supportive.
his customers. *
All the way from Maple
original
an
is
Reed’s Bees
booth of the market, as it used Creek, Gilkerson’s organic proto be run by Reed and his father. duce includes strawberry
that he sells for 75 cents
. The'two began with booths at =

honey, beeswax and: beeswax
Reed's par‘candles, but

theater

Gocsn sa

Humboldt County's largest celebration of farm-fresh products kicks off

.

Trisha Floyd,

Ur daus

45 booths

one

in the

~

‘His prices may be slightly

higher than what one would pay
at a grocery store, buthe said
ents passed away, he stuck —
o% customers) in Arcata rarely
,
to Afcata.
“I didn’t have the time to do an complain.
are always
the others (markets) while doing ° . “In Eureka, people

complaining about the prices
- said. “And we do probably five and that they are too high, that
‘times more gore here (in. they could pay less at a regular
the other mar: store,” Gilkerson said. “The
Arcata) than
people in Arcata have a differ’ kets.”
Along with the sales ini at ent mentality. They are very
the Saturday market, Reed finds supportive.”
Gilkerson has a booth at all
the customers and atmosphere
four
of the county markets, but
to be unmatched. .
“I have a good following
here,” said he counts Arcata as his fa-

all of the processing too,” Reed

:
aie

7

said. “I’ve watched kids...EP,
up, owT dén't
‘tell Tibbs
where to
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TV-Turnoff Week

2002 gets turned on

8 percent of staff

On April 19 at approximately
11 a.m., Arcata Police Officer

Humboldt Teaching Media
Literacy (HTML) is sponsoring '

Last week, the Mad River
Community
Hospital
announced the layoff of 8 percent
of its workforce.
Marking the first time in the
hospital’s 30-year history that
staff reductions have taken

torcycle.
‘He died as a result of the in| juries sustained in the accident, which occurred in Trinity County.
Valadao, graduate of Arcata

Near Humboldt State University

Market & Deli $135K
Includes Fixtures, Equipment
Inventory, Beer & Wine-License

Laundromat $120K
Includes All Fixtures
| Purchase Both Businesses & The Real Estate $630K
Willis & Disiere, Realtors
(707) 441-8888

Instruments
Books fe Videos

claims that the average Ameri- _ financial periods.
can child spends more time

High School, wasa lifelong resident of Arcata. He is survived
by his wife and two children. —
Valadao began working at
the Arcata Police Department
asa community
services officer
in 1988. He served as a dispatcher and reserve police officer until 1997, when he became a police officer.
He served as a field training
officer and was a member of
the sexual assault response

each year watching a screen
than attending school.
—
HTML, promotes TV-Turnoff Week saying that when televisions are turned off lives are
turned on.
The Eureka-based group says
alternative activities to watching television such as reading,

playing board games or cards,
taking a walk or simply communicating with family and
friends would enhance daily
life.

team.

Flags throughout Arcata
have been lowered to half-staff
in honorof Valadao
for his contribution
to the community and

Cash

student filmmnakers

department.

Area

coffee

Cash prizes in the amount of
$3,000 for first place, $2,000 for
second and $1,000 for third are

awarded

waste prevention

being offered to all college student filmmakers. Each film is

Humboldt
Bay Coffee Co. is
the recipient of this year’s
Most Effective Waste Prevention award. The award is part
of Humboldt County’s Waste
Awareness Week, which continues through Saturday.
Using “Planet Stewards” as
the theme, the program's goals
are to establish sustainable
programs, while recognizing
the contribution
made by existing ones.
Humboldt Bay Coffee Co.,
whose common philosophy is
“Reduce-Reuse-Recycle” is

expected to express the theme:
one person can make a difference.
Allentries
are due by June 14
and winners will be notified by
Sept. 6.
The Christophers, a nonprofit organization, encourage
the uses of mass media to recognize individuals’ unique
abilities.
of the contest will
also have their work featured
on television.

for

Entries
must be submitted on
standard full-sized VHS tape
and five minutes or less in
length.
Students may submit more
than one film.

committed to waste reduction

ering

up for grabs to

efforts, energy efficiency and
reducing environmental impacts, according to a press release.
Some of the company’s efforts include
bulk purchases to
reduce waste and the use of

environmentally

All those interested are encouraged to contact the
Christophers at (212) 759-4060
or visit the Web site at
www.christophers.org/
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They claim, however, that the
current state of the healthcare
industry makes such an option
necessary for the hospital at
this time.
A report from the California |
Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development in-

dicates that more than 66 percent of California’s hospitals
have negative patient-care
margins.
This means that patient-care
revenue no longer covers the
cost of providing hospital services.
Other factors involved in the
increasing financial crisis of
the healthcare industry include Medicare cutbacks, unfunded mandates, care for the
uninsured and inadequate
Medi-Cal reimbursements.
Mad River Community Hospital has no plans to change its
ownership and operation.
According to the hospital’s
administration, many small or
rural community hospitals
have closed or gone bankrupt
and those that have survived
usually have the financial
backing of a larger organization.
After
reviewing
the
hospital’s economic recovery
program, the size of the staff

emerged as a serious problem,
—

to the administra-

In a press release the administration insures that the lay-

offs will not affect its standards
of patient care and, in fact, the
nursing staff is expected
to in-

crease to meet new state-mandated nurse-to-patient
ratios.

SO

Businesses For Sale

:

were laid off.
In a press release the hospital administration
claims it has
avoided layoffs in past difficult

at

Plans

each day. The group further:

place, a totalof 49 employees -

at

_

through Sunday. Thousands of
schools, libraries and community groups across the country
will also take part by turning
off their tubes.
According to HTML, American children watch an average
of three hours of television

et

ag _

. TV-Turnoff Week 2002, Monday

was

killed in a motorcycle accident
on Highway 36.
Valadao, 33, was off duty
when he lost control of his mo-

Chiropractors
1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville
Most Insurance tan

Valadao,

«©

Larry Mateus

Drs. Mark & Martha faa

“Mad River lays off

APD officer killed in
motorcycle accident
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Water Board advises
Pacific Lumber Co.
Mediation, self-monitoring suggested

sheds without regulation,” Ken

Mais

Miller of the Humboldt Water-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

ust before midnight

last Friday the decision was made to not
recommend reports of waste
discharge on Pacific Lumber
Co. ’s land by the North Coast
Regional Water Board.
If the water board would
have recommended these re-*
ports to its Executive Officer
Susan

verdict

con-

*arttheme

diation pro-

firms the hegemony Of cess;

we

the California Depart-

want to see

ports the HCP, goes

There will

results, not
ment of Foresty, SUP~ itigation.”

t their staff, and Yon stems

gives a final green light for the resi-

n
to logging the water. “en's.i's

sheds without regulation.”

cause they

are in the
middle of a

Y CRUISE THE BETTER LIFE!

THEATER WEEKEND - cuceNe. or

AUGUST 11°18. 2002 www.CruiseTheBetterLite.com
Inspirational —_* Motivational
¢ Fun

The Show * Eugene Actors Cabaret Show
Riverdance

Two CELTIC TOURS or IRELAND

Row be the time to book your epring breek travel arrangements!

« n MAGICAL ISLES of SCOTLAND

tudent Discounts Available!

Escorts - Disnne Haris & Carel Reterteon
@/30-7/15: S
EN'
TOUR
WOM
EVERYONE 70-02: Excore -+ Dianne Hariie & Henry Robertson

PACIFIC NORTHWEST CRUISE
Tour
MAY 96° JUNE | - Carol & Henry Robertson
Roysl Caribbean's Radiance of che Sea (4 night creise)
via Customer
matorcosch
InclRTudes
routs to Seattle
on
hotels
and
Conchways from Bureba,

customized tours - crulses « lodging - group travel

FROM $300 PPDO INSIDE CABIN’ $575 OUTSIDE §=—' PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS TO SERVE

YOU

Let’s Meet At The

Lost Coast Brewery.

4 Graduation Parties On The Mezzanine

(Call 445-4480 to book your party)

Humboldt Watershed Council Pacific Lum-

to consider clean up and apate-

“The verdict is is an endorse- . ment orders in the Freshwater

Terval soi
“The HCP
process conree.

The verdict is isan“; ne
endorsement of our board and
are
PL
'
habitat conservation |. mailto

worst-case
potential

plan.

oe

Aa
Mary

Bullwinkel

director of public relations,

monitor:
ing the wa-

ae 8 day.

thing that
Pacific Lumber Co.
would promight comhibit anypromise water quality.
thing that would effect is imThis is a self-monitoring propact.”
cess, where PL reports to the
Barret said, “The HCP prowater board. Reichmuth said
gram is more effective than the
the staff makes random visits,
existing forest practice rules.”
to confirm progress.
The forest practice rules are
The preliminary result of the
aset of regulations the California Department

of Forestry

uses to decide whether a specific area can be harvested.
“Their verdict confirms the
hegemony of the California
Department of Foresty, supports the HCP, goes against
their staff, and gives a final
green light to logging the water-

monitoring and the progress of
the mediation will be assessed

by the water board in May ata

ey

Downtown Brown®,

ik ah

-¥ Awardewinning Lost
Beers
' Coast Brewery Great
White

| Happy Hour Weekdays ‘ e

SenS35a aX

* 4:00 p.in.6:00 p.m.

14. Late Night Desserts’

617 4th Street e Downtown

i

i \ Food Served Until Midnight

dices selection of jreé
weights. Featuring

venue in Eureka which has not

been disclosed.

Eureka

In Rear
Parking80
¢ 44
445-

i

the staff decided to make was

(Take-out menu, just phone ahead)

¥

recommendation
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ment of our habitat conservation p
PL's director of fish and wildprolife
Thea
“
grams, Jeff

watershed and on the Elk River.
-°
dity to
author
ar
The bohas
.
give these’
orders at:
any time.

Another

\ Dinner Entree Specials.

7

pany,

:

the water board’s acting assistant to the executive officer.
PL’s director of public relations Mary Bullwinkel said,
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<
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an

Four Professional Speakers On A Cruise Ship To Aleskal

a

22 - 24 © $380 PPDO Jackie Schultz - Tour Escort
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Stitz

Jordan
creeks and
the
Elk
River.
“If
they
had,
it
would have a
large financial hit to
PL,”
said

TRAN

MAY 3° S ° $365 PPDO/
$s30 SGL
Jackie Schultz Escort » Henry & Carol Robertson, Host & Hostess
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Warner,
it
would have
halted timber harvest
on Freshwater,
Bear,

%
shed Council said.
the
The board required
Freshwater Working Group
and Humboldt Watershed
Council go through a mediation process with Pacific Lumber Company.
The board hired a mediator
and the involved parties were
required to meet back with the
staff in the middle of May.
poane member William
Massey said,
“We need to
EE
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produce

° Connmuen Frou pace 11
lished by the North Coast Grow“I make the most money, and it ers Association in 1978, was one
is just a festival every time,” he
of the first four Certified Farmsaid. “The whole community can
ers’ Markets in California, and
come together each weekend.”
now is the longest continuously
_The support from the commu- ‘running certified market in the
nity is felt not only by those who
state.
have become permanent fixtures
This year, the association anon the Plaza, but to newcomers
as well.

“The setup is wonderful and I
can’t believe the live music,” said

Sarah Murphy of Mendocino
County.
HerB ‘n’ B Farm is afirst-year
member of the market selling
organic eggs and dried herbs.

Since. Murphy
is not a
Humboldt County resident, she
is allowed to participate as long
as she is not taking away from
the local businesses, and that is
fine with her.
“The support for local produce
is great, and I’m glad to bea part
of that as long as I can,” she said.

Local farmers and producers
have a great appreciation for the
community.
The feeling is mutual.
Sisters Jamie, 24, and Tori
Holt, 22, said they have been attending the market since they
were children.
“We come mostly for the honey
sticks and flowers,” Tori Holt

said. “It’s cheaper to buy those
things here, and there’s a lot
more to choose from.”
The Farmers’ Market, estab-

nounced a new market manager
for 2002.

T. Griffin, co-owner of Redwoods Root Farm in Bayside and
a member of the NCGA, both as
a grower and board member,
takes over the position from
long-standing market manager
Deborah Musick.

In Musick’s 10-year tenure,
the 32 NCGA membership grew
to its 90-plus members.
Griffin brings eight years of
farming experience, coupled

with her knowledge of the farmdoubles duty
as a hula

ing community and prodigious
business skills to the position.
The market on the Arcata
Plaza is the largest Farmers’
Market in Humboldt County,
open from April through No-

hooper.

vember from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
each Saturday.
The markets in Old Town and
Henderson Center are open on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, respectively, in June through October from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The
fourth
market,
at
Wildberries in Arcata, runs on

Tuesdays in July through October from 3 to 6 p.m.
eroro sy Jams Became

a
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Dwindling state m

oney

short

leaves science
4

Inflation, administrative costs
and teacher salary increases force

|

science students te make do with less
sy

Anornew

Natural Resources and Sci:

Eowanns

ences will need more than$ 1.7

LUMBERJACK STAFF

million in the next four years

here are two places
one can find a vintage 1950s polarim-

eter on campus, one is the scientific-instruments museum
on the second floor of the Library, and the other is in a
working chemistry lab in Sci-

ence B.

Museum pieces still being

used in mod_ classern

rooms,
rusted-out
elfloors,
ephantine
maanalog
chines with

to reach the equivalent of 1980
spending levels.
Depending on the source, the
reasons for the shortfall include inflation, teacher salary
increases, excessive adminis-

tration costs, low state funding
for high-cost programs and inadequate

increases

in over-

all spending.
“Funding

“Some of our professors have become

experts at using less
supplies in the labs.”
James Howard

levels

not

have

Lie

creased, and
the

cost

of

everything
has gone up,”

said

Karen

dean, CNRS. ft the aca:

old pipes and
an equipment

;
budget of $0
for the last three years: all are
an everyday reality in the sciences at HSU.
“It can be frustrating sometimes — after being in grad
school and working with new

equipment,” said chemistry

$300,000 every year just to re-

store the buying power lost
since 1995.
“Some of our professors

to the vice president of aca-

Dean James Howard of CNRS.

“But it is still cutting into the

ence between watching a lab

erating expenses.

The increase is because of
new hires to meet animal welfare and hazardous waste dis-

posal requirements, and to fill

around.
The largest portion of HSU’s
budget, about 89 percent this
year, goes to employee salary
and benefits, but’ in the CNRS,

a new computer consultant po-

sition to deal with the in-

creased

“course

ers in the classroom. -

Also contributing to the increase is a 2 percent annual in-

crease in faculty wages negoti-

ated between the California
Faculty Association and the office of the chancellor.

State funding, meanwhile,

has barely been able to keep up
;
with inflation.
iniThis year the governor’s

delivery

through technology” comput-

see Budget,
next page

graduate student measures

NRPI

HSU’s greenhouse-gas emissions

sy Resscca

in some science

it’s 96 percent, an increase of 4
percent since 1997. Out of an
operating budget of $14 million
only about $567,000 goes to op-

quality of the educational expeperformed and doing it yourself.”
Besides the crunch on money
brought on by higher prices,
there’s also less money to go

have become experts at using
less supplies in the labs,” said

demic affairs, the College of

Instrument is still being used for demonstrations

The report estimated that it
would take an additional

professor Kjirsten Wayman.

According to a report made

substances. A similar
floor of the Library is used to measure optically active
classes.

rience; it can mean the differ-

budget office.

Bantnaranv

on the second

ts museum
The polarimeter on display in the sclentific-instrumen

demic affairs

;

Banwarr

sv

exoro

Praston

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Around the country, many
colleges and universities are
engaged in greenhouse gas
“footprint” analyses.
Sean Kinghorn, working toward a master of sciences in

natural resource planning and

interpretation, received a
$1,200 fellowship from the National Wildlife Federation Cam-

pus Ecology Program and $500
from Second Nature for calcu-

lating the ecological footprint
for HSU.
The National Wildlife Fed-

eration and Second Nature
awarded Kinghorn the grant
this semester based on his
work with the Campus Climate
Footprint Project. This project
consists of developing strateg
inabout
people
gies for educat
ing,
reduc
and
global warming
mitigating and eliminating institutional impacts on global
warming pollution.
“Its quite a good deal for the
Wildlife
al ty
si
— Nation
univer
the
funds
lly
Federation basica
ht
a projec
student to accomplis
camthe
that will help green
pus in some way,” said Judy
Walton, Kinghorn’s campus
ecology adviser.

“Sean’s project is very interesting and will certainly help
move us in the right direction.

He is helping to re-start the

Campus
for
Committee
n offiobtai
Sustainability and
cial status as a university committee.”
A typical study reveals per
capita student emissions of between 6 and 10 tons per year;
Kyoto Protocol compliance requires reducing emissions of
around 1 ton per student.
Kinghorn must measure the
quantity of greenhouse gases
by taking an inventory of 1990
i

s,20
see Gacepage
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4% operating costs
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Howard and Boyd as problem-

‘oer eee
tial budget proposal callsfora

Shay’'s Rebellion
Tees Palabras

real

a memorable

1 percent ($28.2 million) increase in money for the CSU

system; meanwhile, inflation
has increased 3 percent in just

fight

the first quarter of 2002.
In addition CSU Chancellor
Charies B. Reed just announced
he’s expecting a spending drop
in the revised budget, due out
in May, of about $50 million,
rather than any increase at all.
“We are always ooking for
ways to im-

online!

www. krfh.net
layer & windows

3

Budget: Supply costs skyrocket while money shrinks
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equipment
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media

atic.
| The chancellor's office’s

outanynew

money,”
Reed said in
a teleconference

from

- chis office.

the

money

ing any formulas.”
Unfortunately, no one sees
the situation improving anytime soon; with the state running a deficit and
the

one-size-fits-all,” said Howard.

without raising student fees,
but that is a sticky solution
politically so it would have to be
done internally, through an
Associated Students resolution.
“The only solution is for the
state to provide more money for
every full-time-equivalent student or get the students to tax
themselves,” said Howard.
Asimilar resolution was just
passed at CalPoly San Luis
Obispo, a university that has
similarly science-heavy course
offerings.
Howard said the students
voted by college so nonscience
students didn’t
have to make up
for the sciences’ shortfall.

HSU is unusual in that a majority of students major in the
sciences — 2,828 in spring 2001
— more than 700 more than any
other college in the university.
“The

to provide

more

for every full-

reality 's

that

($8,000

per stu-

time-equivalent student

dent)

or get the students to tax

even go-

themselves.”

ingto get
us in the

Biology

pt,

state

James

chair
, .Milton Boyd
said the aaseeniien of state
money going to higher education has decreased steadily for
a generation.

“For the past 20 years there
.has been a pretty steady decling,” Boyd said. “In the late

»'70s and early
80s it was around
12 percent, and now it’s more
like 5.4 percent.”
This is despite what Boyd
characterized
as “tremendous”
‘support from Assemblywoman
Virginia Strom Martin, whose

; daughter attends

HSU, and

state Sen. Wes Chesbro who did

undergraduate work here.
The
budget
allocation
method of the chancellor's office, which itself has a budget
of $4.45 million more than
HSU’s, was also mentioned by

cost programs,” Reed said. “But
now isnot the time to gochang-

method, as described on
www.calstate.edu, assigns
money on a per-.:'.: dent basis —
about $8,000 per full-time undergraduate.
“The way CSU operates is

prove, but “The only solution is for

we can't im} '
prove: with-

“We are very aware of high-

Howard
dean, CNRS

;,,°;

door,”
Boyd

said. “We
have to have recognition of
high cost programs; to educate
a biologist is almost certainly
more expensive than a history
maj or. ”

Howard said other university
systems, such as the Universities of California and Texas
among others, assign funds on

a program basis.
“Most states fund the programs differentially, they look
at the programs and give
money based on costs,” Howard
said. “So a college of engineers
gets more money than a business school.”
When suggestions
were mentioned in the interview the
chancellor responded that it
would not work in the current
funding environment.

chancellor's office intractable,

Meanwhile, at HSU the sciences are making due, living on
grants.
“This week alone I signed off

on grants totaling $100,000 from
five different faculty,” said
Boyd.
Boyd said the groups that
give grants, such as the National Science Foundation —
which equipped a bio-tech lab
for the campus last year— are
willing to buy new pieces of
equipment, but are unwilling
to provide money for maintenance,
or more mundane items.
“You're not going to get the
National
Science Foundation to
buy four new refrigerators,”

Boyd said.

yje
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and 2000 levels emitted by HSU.
“The greenhouse gasses inventory consists of calculating
any and every component of
campus that emits greenhouse
gasses — such as methane or
carbon dioxide from automobiles,” Kinghorn said.
He is also assisting in the coordination of an overarching
theme for present and future
sustainability initiatives at the
. university.
These initiatives are intended-to reduce HSU’s carbon
dioxide emissions by 7 percent
below 1990 levels by December
2003.
He is also working with
Areata, which has committed
itself to reach Kyoto Protocol
reductions through the Cities
for Climate Protection Pro-
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HSU’s ecological impacts, but
also provide baselines to gauge
improvements in reducing impacts.
;
Kinghorn said he hopes to
implement these initiatives at
the local and regional level.
Since its founding in 1989, the
National Wildlife Federation
Campus Ecology has become a
leading conservation program
in higher education.
The program was created to
m colhelp transfor
the nation’s
lege campuses into living models of an ecologically sustainable society and train a new
generation of environmental
leaders and ensure a strong future for America’s environmental movement.
— As part of Kinghorn’s
master’s thesis research, he is
conducting a campuswide commuter survey.

The survey data will contribute information for the campus

greenhouse gas inventory

The survey is available
for all

the university, as weil

faculty, staff, administrators

viding critical information for
feasible and tangible greenhouse gas reductions.
HSU’s ecological footprint
analysis will not only identify
the major contributors of

provide baseline data.
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and students with email accounts at HSU.
Since this is the first
campuswide commuter survey
for HSU, participat
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sy Marr Crawronp

lent in the mainstream music
market.
Currently the CD is only distributed in Canada, but Duvall
said she hopés to secure a distribution deal with an Independent label out of San Francisco
so she can distribute to Australia and the United States.
:

S1I@BHAN
[LO UVALL

Scene Epiror
hat do you get
when: you mix
edgy guitar work
and poppy vocals with a Canadian women?
Siobhan Duvall, one of the

few guitar-wielding, Canadian

“Star” will be available for

female rockers to tour the
United States.
With a concert approaching
on Thursday with San Diego’s

purchase
at the Thursday’s performance.

Duvall said one of the problems of being a musician in
Canada is the population of
Canada is so small it is hard to
make money.
“Even if you're really quite
successful, you’re probably really broke too,” Duvall said.
“There are people who win
awards that are on major labels
that have no money. The population here just is not really big
enough to sustain an artist unless you're doing well elsewhere like Nickelback or Sarah
McLachlan.”
Duvall said she likes living in
Vancouver because there are a
lot of creative people that live
there, but there is not a lot of
industry infrastructure.
Duvall said most of the major labels in Canada are in
Toronto. She said she is not interested in signing onto a major label in Canada.
“Being signed to a Canadian

Billy Midnight and local rock- .
ers Automatic Pink and JPG,
Duvall prepares for her
Humboldt County debut in Eureka.
With the recent closure of the
Denny’s Sports Bar — the latest Arcata venue to close its
doors — the concert has been
moved to the North Coast Repertory Theatre, allowing the
concert to be all ages.
“It’s nice to do all-ages
shows,” Duvall said in a telephone interview from Vancouver, Canada. “They don’t do
a lot of all-ages shows in
Vancouver, which sucks. It’s
. fun to reach a broader crowd

than just the drunks in the
bars,” Duvall said.
Duvall moved from Ireland to
Calvary, Canada, several years

ago.
“It’s like the Texas of
Canada,” Duvall said. “I got out
of there as soon as I could.”
She has since relocated to
Vancouver.
With the resort town of Whistler, Canada located roughly

two hours away, Duvall has
found a following among the
skateboarders and snowboarders in the area.
:
Although she plays regularly
in Whistler and is sponsored by
a Canadian snowboard company, Duvall has refrained taking up the sport herself.
“Everybody I know who
plays guitar and snowboards
broke their arm,” Duvall said.
“I don’t know if I want to break
my arm. So I skate, but I don’t
snowboard.”

Duvall started playing music
in 1989 with the Bombshells.
Soon after, she began touring
Vancouver and the United
States opening for bands such
as Nirvana, Mudhoney, Social
Distortion, Sublime and the
Goo Goo Dolls.
After the Bombshells dis-

‘banded in 1994, she joined Bif
Naked as a guitarist. In 1996,
she began performing
as a so-

us

label

doesn’t

mean

Roots reggae pioneers
The Mighty Diamonds
hit Six Riversjm

you're

gonna get a U.S. deal,” Duvall
said. “In fact you probably
won't make enough money to
survive in Canada either. You
could really get yourself locked
into a corner.”
Duvall said she would like to
sign onto a well-established independent label in the United
States or a Canadian independent label.
Ke
“But, then again I'd be stuck
in Canada, and touring Canada
is insane,” Duvall said. “It’s

Sioabhén Duvall performe at the North Const ooo
tory Theatre Thursday.

aa

“They don’t do a lot of all-ages ‘shows in

Vancouver, which sucks. It’s fun to reach

a broader crowd then just the drunks in
the bare. Siobhan Duvall
musician
loist.

Duvall released her firstfulla year
LP, “Star,” nearly
length
ago.
Comprised of 10 high-energy
tunes, Duvall uses a combination of influences
— ranging

nuts. Nobody should ever do it.
The country is absolutely massive, and the drives between
shows are insane.”
Duvall said a particular burden of touring in Canada is
crossing
the
“Canadian
shield,” a rural area that takes
three days to drive across be-

tween gigs.

from The Ramones to music

Duvall’s West Coast tour is i
comprised of seven gigs that

from the '80s L.A.-hardcore
scene to Blondie and New Wave
o create a cll

The concert at the North

pollen Nas Scrat

will stretch from Tacoma,
Wash., to Fresno.

‘Coast Repertory Theatre be- *

manage to hit hader than most . ing at 10.p,m. Tickets are.¢, |

at the
|
of the “punk rock” that's preva: ° - and can be bought Tate
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The Mighty Diamonds
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Reggae veterans to hit McKinleyville

sy

Marr

with the closing song on the album,
“Searching.”
With a slow R&B groove complete

Crawrornp

SCENE EDITOR

with synthesizers and crooning from

the Diamonds, “Searching” sounds like

any people believe the vocal

trio 1§ the foundation ‘of:

|

reggae:music. Groups such as
Culture, the Abyssinians, the Itals and the
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something you would be more likely to

hear during the slow-jams hour on

some ’70s cheese funk
radio station than on

a roots reggae album.
“We try to put differ-

that introduced reggae to the world.
On Thursday the Mighty Diamonds will
bring their roots reggae to Six Rivers ar

the albums diverse,”

Marley and The Wailers.— the vocal trio

Ferguson said. “We
went in there with

some ideas and tried
to make it very pop,

Diamonds have released several albums

be,”

tional hit “Pass the Kutchie,” the Mighty

since they formed in 1969.
The group is currently touring in support of its latest album “Rise Up,” which
has not been released in the United States
“We've been playing quite a few tracks
from the new album,” said Lloyd “Judge
Diamond” Ferguson during a phone interview from a ranch near Truckee.
Acollection of 17 songs, “Rise Up” combines the vocal melodies and harmonies of
the Diamonds over original beats as well
as a few standard “riddim” tracks that are
commonly used by several reggae artists.
“You'll find that the trend is more of reality type of stuff,” Ferguson said. “Our
thing is really from reality. It's like what
we see everyday and what we experience.”
i
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reggae music for decades.
Of course, there is also the original Bob

yet.

PLU

in enianiihedialite Thursday.

Diamonds are forever

www. krfh.net

(real

perform at Six Rivers Brewery

and it turned out to

—

The Mighty Diamonds’
Humboldt

County appearance
marks the fourth stop
on their tour that will
snake down the California coast then east
to Ohio and back.
Although
the
Mighty
Diamonds
reggae
a few es
atanc
have made appear
festivals in the United States during the
years, this tour will mark the
fewst
la
Mighty Diamonds’ first U.S. tour in
nearly three years.
The Mighty Diamonds concert will
start at 9 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in
McKinleyville. Tickets to the show are

eee
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and Xcel is still, wickedly
underappreciated as a producer, and together actually
make great strides as a matured group throughout “Blazing Arrow.”
Penning the complicated and
subtle, Gab’s gift is truly ex-

posed on the wild “Chemical
Calestenics.” the wilder “Re-

lease” and the touching “No-

Blackalicious
“Blazing Arrow”

A444
As in all things, with time, we

hope for progress and usually
anticipate inevitable change.
While it can be wholly difficult
and even more frustrating to
gauge the progress of time
within our society, at least we
can relish the growth of our

beloved artists ‘that have kept
us oh-so-inspired throughout
the years.

From Jurassic 5 to Dilated
Peoples, we now find Blackalicous on the precipice of
greeting an impending fame.
Independents on Majors — a
trend many could only hope for
some five years back — is a
trend many find worrisome as
their crossover favorites fall
privy to the overtly polished
sounds and concepts that seem
always to arise after said
“power moves.” Commence
testing.
Polished is one good description of “Blazing Arrow,” in the
sense that Xcel and Gab have
connected all the loose ends
that left “Nia” somewhat conceptually tangled, the 17 songs

are blazed and segued gracefully, successfully binding the
unlearned new-jack to (most of)

PROFESSIONAL

where Fast” — the latter exemplifying a neo-soul strut that
characterizes much of this
album’s conscious. Something

BODY PIERCING

ay

indicative of their growing up
as men, both in the rap world
and real world; something that
could also divide fans.

Granted, nothing is taken
lightly on “Blazing Arrow,”
granted

again,

most

+t
INSTANT
Prive GRATIFACATION

of the

hooks are crooned and sung
(quite beautifully at that)
backed by a warm ambience

BODY ADORNMENT STUDIO

that brings people like Gil
Scott-Heron (“First In Flight”),

W417 Sth Street » Gureha, Can 95507

Ben Harper (“Brainwashers”),
Jaguar Wright (“Aural Plea-

|

sure”), Saul Williams and Zach

De La Rocha out the box for in-

J07 443-6786

teresting collaborations.
Is that MTV I hear knocking

on the door? Also, does this
mean the end of cool looking
releases from Mo Wax and
Blackalicious? Probably. It’s the
dawning of an age and with
this dawn marks a change, accept it and grow along with

* BEST SELECTION

¢ FRIENDLY STAFF

¢ GREAT SERVICE

° CD REPAIR SERVICE

¢ SPECIAL ORDERS
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¢ MAIL ORDER
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your artists, decline and live in
the past. It’s on you.
~Peter Agoston
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the know-it-all hard-rocks. This
is slick, sturdy and solid, yet at
times perhaps too slick for its
own good.
Don’t get your attitude all up

al ‘ain =

in a twist though, because Gab
is still nice as fuck on the mike
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}| annual Arts and Music Festival

” Ser vel

_and folk dominate lineup
The seventh annual Arts and
' Music Festival returns to HSU

Arts

‘Saturday with Thomas Mapfumo

and the Blacks Unlimited, Scott

Oe

|Noon

aa

z estival

= ScottHuckabay

Huckabay, Word Core, Lifesavas,

Humboldt Calypso and the Hip- | 12:40

Dan Ihara

hop Lounge.
Aneventrun entirely by student | ! p.m.

3
Hip-hop Lounge

‘Volunteers, the Arts and Music
Festival will feature food and
craft booths, art displays, a

2p.m.

Dj Jet-eye

;

_children’s area and a variety of
demonstrations and displays on
the universal benefits of sustain-| able living.

2:30p.m.

Cathy Jack
| i
:
Humboldt Calypso

The event will be held at the Spe- | *“>>™cial Events Field from noon until | ,.;

Tweeners

8 p.m. A $2 contribution and a

SESH.

reese

.

3p.m.

donation ofnonperishablefoodto |5p.m,

_Lifesavas

the Arcata Food Endeavor
are suggested, but no one

will be turned

|
6 p.m.

Thomas Mapfumo

and Blacks Unlimited

_ away from the event.

|

.

See the next page for more infor-

|

Portiand’s

hi

group Lifesaveas will perform at the Arts

= mation about Word Core.

7:30 p.m. Di jet-eye

Six Rivers Brewing aw
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‘Wussyboys’ to visit HSU
we

hide

Glass

LUMBERJACK STAFF

VOCAL

JAZZ/ MAD RIVER TRANSIT SINGERS.

Friday, May3, 8 pm
ord Core will be

slamming poetry

AM & PM JAZZ BIG BANDS

at the seventh an-

Saturday, May
4, 8 pm

nual HSU Arts and Music Festival on Saturday. The festival
will be held concurrently with

UNIVERSITY
SINGERS / HUMBOLDT CHORALE
Sunday, May 5, 8 pm

the Renewable Energy and Sus-

tainable Living Fair.
. The event, run by student
volunteers, is a chance for the
community to join in learning
about the universal benefits of

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE / CALYPSO BAND
Friday, May 10, 8 pm
HUMBOLDT SYMPHONY .

~ sustainable living.

Lif ‘Saturday, May.11, 8 pm * Sunday, May 12, Spm

Word Core is a group
of lyrical poets with some energy to
feed to its crowds. The troupe

ed +

teat

ee
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of four is on tour, traveling to
college campuses across the —
nation

to further

provoke

thought and emotion from its

Information

.

growing audiences.
“Audiences are ready for it,”
organizerof Word Core during
a phone interview
from his van
in Austin, Texas. “So much entertainment is being spoon-fed
to people. It’s like eating cotton
candy, there is no sustenance.”
Big Poppa E, Aton, Hischack
and Buddy serve up a performance that isn’t always easy to

ee Comey
and Music

“T'ma

digest.
“Performance poetry is challenging,” Big Poppa E said.
“People can’t just let it wash
over them.”
Slam poetry is not the tradi-

& Wee Contenen Gen Monee Sars
Festival on Saturday.

“The responses have been
beyond positive,” he said.
“People come up to us with
huge wide eyes, and we know
that ideas have been stimulated.”
In 1999 Big Poppa E and
Hischack
met in San Francisco

at Te

VC

Rete

...not your average video store

sensitive singer/songwriter
type, but

1 don’t allow myself to be held down. | find
my pride in making sense of the world
_ around me through poe

Big Poppa E

tional coffeehouse
poetry read-

from the emotion of the event.

Cio hz.

NON-CORPORATE » NON-CHAIN

said Big Poppa E, founder and

ing.
“It is an experience that encompasses a similar energy to
a rock concert,” Big Poppa E
said. “People cheer. People cry.
People can walk away changed

BBS

Word Core

poets has his own unique style.
Big Poppa E is the initial enthusiasm of the group. He
starts the show off as a cheerleader, rallying the crowd to get
pumped. His famous poem
“Wussyboy Manifesto” captures the essence of the hardships a nontraditional sensitive
guy faced resisting the grains
’ of conformity
into the popular

society.

“I’m a sensitive singer/
songwriter type, but I don’t allow myself to be held down,”
Big Poppa E said. “I find my
pride in making sense of the
world around me through poetry.”
Next up on the list of lyrical
language in a typical show is
Aton. Aton moves the crowd

on the National Champion Poetry Slam team.
Since then, the poets have
been traveling the country
from show to show trying to
make ends meet. About a year
ago, Big Poppa E said he got the
idea to form a group of slam
poets who travel and perform
together,
similar to rock bands.

with his quick wit and sarcas-

Each of Word. Gore's slam. .. tic refuarks
vee

ee

|

:

that daive dep Sato

Cr
oe Se
eivaasveis

ee
4

issuesof heartbreak
and political injustice.
“Hischack is a master of
word play and wit, and rewards
the intelligent audience by
challenging them and giving
them something to chew on
long after the performance,”
Big Poppa E said.
“Buddy cleans up the act of
four with an emotional gut
bomb,” he said. “This guy is

VOR EO

U Eh seas. 18
See CC

e eae

weeee

emotionally heavy, he gives a
rousing call to the emotional
people. He makes you want to
cry.”

:

|

rar

ee
PMT

Word Core will be one of six
groups performing on the Special Events Field at HSU’s Arts
and Music Festival.
The troupe will hit the stage
at 4:15 p.m. Suggested contribu-

tions. of. $2 will. be donated to
the Arcata Food Endéavor.
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GVEITS
Earth Day Celebration

wedhne

Noon- 1 p.m. at the U.C. Quad.

thur

Student Disability Resource Center’s
Outstanding
Staff Recognition
Awards Ceremony
1-3

p.m. at the Goodwin
Forum

Food
Not Waste
11 a.m. -2 p.m. atthe U.C. Quad. Celebrate Earth Day
Week with food, music, activities and information.

MU SIG
"80s Disco Night
9 p.m. at Rumours.

ACTAVETEES

Fathom

Vegan Southern Cooking

10 p.m. at Club West. industrial music.

2p.m. at CCAT. For more information call 826-3551.

.

Old Man Clemins
9 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery McKinleyville.

KARAOKE

Voulunteer

6 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 106. Come and learn how |

Makin’ Music

you can have fun and help the planet.

9 p.m. at the Red Lion Hotel.

Karaoke

Meeting

MUS

Express

8:30 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery Old Town Eureka.

CLUBS

jazz Combos
Admission is free

8 p.m. at the Fulkerson Recital Hall.

GVEtIS

for HSU students, $6 general and $2 for students and

Students Who Make a Difference

Siobhan Duvall, Billy Midnight,
Automatic Pink and JPG

BSU
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. at Siemens Hall 115

seniors.

Awards Ceremony and Reception
3-5 p.m. at the Green and Gold room in Founders
Hall. For more information, call 826-3776.

CLUBS
Lobby Corps

SEAC
6 p.m. at Karshner Lounge

10 p.m. at the North Coast Repertory Theatre. Admis-

Students
for Choice

sion Is $4. (for more information, see page 21)

5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

The Mighty Diamonds

Campus

9 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in McKinleyville. Admissee page 22)
is $15. (for more information,
sion

5 p.m. at Neison Hall East 120

Hemp

Greens

Club

2 p.m. at the South Lounge

746-Hero, Swearing at Motorists and
Carissa’s Weird
:

International Student Union

Force
Taskle
nab
Campus
Sustai

Noon at Nelson Hall East 116

8:30 p.m. at The Depot. Admission is $8 for HSU
students and $12 general.

Golden Years

Mike McLaren
8 «a.m. at the Coffee Breok.

Queer Student Union
7 p.m. at the Multicultural
Center

Rythmatix

Hand
in Hand

6-7p.m.
atthe Y.E.S.House

|

Sp.m. Taincs blannsaemithiene,

5 p.m. at Neison Hall East 116 ,

Aduitatintat.

6 p.m. atthe Y.E.S. House

8 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in Old Town Eureka.

tnd

Body English

6 p.m.
at 575 HSt.
in Arcota |
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7 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House

«
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. §-6p.m. atthe Y.E.S. House

Permaculture
Club
5 p.m. at Nelson Hall 120

8 p.m. et Muddy Waters. Live jazz.

t

or
‘

at the Y.E.S. House
6 p.m.

Youth Educational Services

Kulica

ofthe NEC Watered Group,

5:30 p.m. at Siemens
Hall 115
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' 8p.m. atthe Fulkerson Recital Hall. Admission is free

¢

Admission
is. <

dee

for HSU students, $6 general and $2 for students and
seniors.

Kulica

_

Kulica
Noon - 2 p.m. at the Bayside Grange. The group will

also perform at The Plaza Grill at 9 p.m.

AWE

Volumen
9 p.m. at Rumours.

Forrest Har
7:30 p.m. attr .

Graves
Museum of Modern Art.

Forrest Hame-.

has publishec.
Berkeley Poe
Cream City R:
$5 general.

2002 Youn:

EW ENTS)

MUSIC

d selections of his work. Hamer

.n Beloit Poetry Journal,
:2w, the Kenyoun Review and
admission
is $3 for students
and

Booksigning with Jim Dodge

Barefoot Hockey Goalie, Kung Fu Usa,
Audio Wreck and more

|

2-5p.m. at Northtown Books. HSU professor Jim —
Dodge will be signing copies of his latest book “Rain
On The River and Selected Poems and Short Prose.”

& p.m. at The Vista. Barefoot Hockey Goalie and Kung

s of Humboldt

’ Fu Usa visit Eureka for the first time. Admission is $5.

Festival Rec
More than 35
12 exhibit art :
Musical perfec:
locations: 6 p.

Symphonic Band

it County students in grades K “ndale venues at the festival.
-s will take place at the following
apin Tony will perform at the

Gingerbread °
interfaith Gos:

Gallery; 6:30 p.m. the Arcata
Choir will perform at the

Ferndale Arts
Violin Quarte:
7:30 p.m. the '
will perform «
p.m. Terrapin
Clothing Dock

’ p.m. the Little River Children’s
‘orm at the Ferndale Arts Co-op;
own School’s Advanced Band
ndale Arts Co-op, and at 7:30
\( perform at the Ferndale

8 p.m. at the Fulkerson Recital Hall. Admission is free
for HSU students, $6 general and $2 for students and
seniors.

CLUBS

Stan Mott
8:30 p.m. at Café Mokka.

HSU Chess Club
5 p.m. at the Nelson Hall East 119

BVElLIyS

SETA

Arts and Music Festival and
Sustainable Energy Fair

Woodstock
7 p.m. atthe Ev.

m

7 p.m. at Siemens Hall 110

fEventsfield.*s4/
#
11a.m-6 p.m. atthe
Several musicians will perform along with speakers

heatre. Admission is $5.

© |

and demonstrations on the universal/benefits of living
sustainability. (for more information see, page 24and
25)

whleAut
Paradise Lc

2 Clone of God

8p.m. atthe Cc

eatre in Blue Lake. The Dell’Arte

:

co. is celebrati:

25th year as a performing

Blues Poetry Presentation

withForrestHamer

§

== °°

*.

«'

about American blues poetry that will Include'afree-_write. Admission fs $3 for students and $5 general. -

668-5633.

MEET NGS)

.

Noon - 2p.m. at the Morris G
sMuseumof
.
Modern Art. Forrest Hamer will give a presentation

ensemble with.
-remiere of its touring production .
of“ParadiseLc_.. for reservations
or more information about the -iiow call the Dell’Arte Box office at

©

“Education Colloquium
5 - 6:30 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 106. The issue of
. bilingual special education will be the topic for April’s
colloquium. Larry Rice, program leader at HSU’s

special education credential programs,, will present
an overview

ACIIVETEES
—" atthe Red Lion Hotel.

8 p.m. at the Agate Beach Room Aand B. The Student

is

Health Outreach Project invites students to watch the

say

film.

nerVETEES

CLUBS

Intro to the Dunes with Nancy thara

Latinos Unidos

ene

10.a.m. - Noon atthe

4p.m. at Siemens
Hall 110

the Manila dunes...

‘Fantasy Gamers Guild

MEET NGS)

6 p.m. at Founders
Hall 177
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pitcher Kara Roberts winds up for the pitch in Thursday's game

against Central Washington at the Arcata Sports Complex.

Softball team on fire in home games

'

‘Jacks remain undefeated after weekend of doubleheader victories
av

HSU had a total of 12 hits in
the game including home runs
from twin sisters Brandi and

Saran Finnay

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Lacey Cope.
Rene Rodriguez
and Christen
Hardee were also big at the
emaining undefeated
plate, each going three-forin the Great Norththree for the game.
west Athletic ConferShona Guevara recorded the
ence and at home, HSU’s softball team took two from Central win in the circle for the ‘Jacks,
improving
her record to 21-10.
Washington (9-1 and 4-0) on
“We're
taking
it one gameat
Thursday and two more from
a time, trying to get into the
St. Martin’s (8-0 and 5-0) on SatWest Region,” said coach Frank
urday
‘'Chieek.
“In the last West Region
The wins improve the ‘Jacks* °

...
o>

single to Melanie Baker for the
winning runs.
Baker then stole second, ad-

vanced to third on a wild pitch,
and stole home on the catcher’s
overthrow. HSU pinch runner
Stephanie
Ray also went home

on the wild

‘er while striking
pitchforthe “We're taking it one out
four.
i
« w e game
at a time, try- “Our pitchers
at the
broke open ing to get into the are peaking

4-0 lead

the game in

the fifth in- West
We
four

Region.”
.

Prank

overall
record to 36-15 and 17-0' Poll we were ranked ninth.

ning.
had

in the GNAC while

That’s wrong and we're going

hits

the sitth

tered.
and gave up a two-RBI

strong. outing, on. Saturday |

right time, especially Roberts,”

Cheek Cheek said. “She
coach threwagood game

and was able to
work out of trouble. We’ve
row,” Cheek said. “Coker came
their winning streak to nine’ ¢rsdee-# phate
needed a No. 2 punch, and she
out and got the first hit since
The second game remained
games.
has
just blossomed this last
until the bottom of ' she’s been injured, and Baker
Thursday’s first game scoreless
month.”
came in and delivered. That's
against the Wildcats was cut the fifth, when Central WashIn the first game, HSU had a
why Baker is the lead-off hitington pitcher Jill McCarthy
short in the sixth inning beter.”
hit in each of the first four inhit Brandi Cope to put her on
cause of the eight-run mercy
nings
before breaking open
HSU pitcher Kara Roberts
first base, then gave up singles
rule.
with a four-run fifth inning to
picked up her 10th win, her
The ‘Jacks took an early lead to Kim Coker and Amy
end the game.
fourth against Central WashRothballer before being pulled.
with a three-run first inning,
Rothballer had her second
this season...
- ‘Central So Aaa relief. . ington
then went on to score four more
HSU’s pitchers had anothei©’ home run of the season while
4n the fifth and another“two'i- 2 Betcher Stephai lie Hogan en-

. :°

-

Baker lead the way for the
‘Jacks going two-for-three with
an RBI.
In the second game, HSU had
only three hits in the first three
innings until Andrea Williams
started the turnaround with a
single to right field.
Kelly Sosinski then laid
down a sacrifice bunt that put
Williams in scoring position.
Coker followed with an RBIsingle for the winning run.
The ‘Jacks scored four more
runs in an RBI-single from
Baker, a throwing error from

against the Saints.
Guevara (22-10) picked up the
first shutout of the day, giving
up only three hits and striking
out two. In the second game,
Roberts (11-4) picked up her
third shutout of the season,
pitching a one-hit-

in

a

the Saints catcher, an RBI-

“—

going one-for-two at the plate:

single from Teresa Bertocchi
and an RBI-single from Lacey
Cope.
HSU will complete its GNAC
play next week with three
games against Seattle University on Thursday, and three
more against Western Washington on Saturday.
Both series are scheduled to
startat noon at the Arcata

.
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Players kick it around
Soccer spring training readies women
Gap.

sy

ngturf
artificial
on yi
_ said. “Pla

Jackson

speedsof the game
the se
increa
as the ball moves faster, and de-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

pring practice for the
HSU women’s soccer
been no walk
am
tehas
in the park. While most of us
are hitting our snooze buttons

on our alarm clocks, the soccer
team is hard at work, practicing in the early morning.
“We practice at 7 a.m. Monday through Friday,” coach
Andrew Cumbo said.

“Monday, Wednesday and

Friday are training sessions
and Tuesday and Thursday are

strength and conditioning days

when we lift and work on technical aspects of our game.”

Along with the time issues,

the soccer team has had to endure weather and lighting
problems. In the beginning of
the semester, many times the

team would arrive to a dark
field.

“Another obstacle was the

temperature,”Cumbo said.

“The first couple weeks,
some of the girls complained
about their feet feeling frozen.

Smug’s Pizza
Arcata
1034 G St.

some of them as well.”
intercollegiate
As most
sports teams do, the women’s

back from deficits and pull off

victories. The team in front is

forced to learn how to play
smart and protect the lead.

The team has a bright future
as it returns six all-conference

Stewart — who returns after
suffering a knee injury — and
junior Mariah Talbott. Sophomore Kary Hood, freshman
Juliana Goldstein and fresh-

PIEs

weight room.
Coaches Drew Peterson and
Holly Shumard helped the

aad increase t eirrst ength
+4 aid)
¥

for

power;

abd

also return.

Emily Kintscher is a midfielder who returns for her senior season, and freshman for-

re-

' white‘ Cumbo: ;mor
2) ay

of the!”

rn'as well:>

in sthe
After having27 player
4
11.
has
now
rf e of ‘fall, the team
lag | Cumbo sade hap anunber of
i
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Pepperoni - Italian Sausage -| Canbden Bic

Teriyaki Chicken « Tomatoas.» Mushrooms §

Hearts Black Olives + Bell Peppers Artichoke
Onions
Red
s
Spinach - Pineapple - Jolapetio
Green Onions - Fresh Garlic

Comso Ptes
CARNIVORE. ..0.ecsss-.0scyorssbipspectesoosese $13.95
Pepperoni + ltalion Sousoge - Mushrooms

Black Olives « Red Onions + Fresh Garlic
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faster, and decreas-

ing the size of the
field forces the players to increase their

speed

of thought

and action.”
Andy Cumbo
coach

conference leading

forward Sandie. Kepler
soccér team paiditd dues inthe: »man

Open ‘til midnight

“Playing on artificial
turf increases the
speed of the game
as the ball moves

add depth to an experiencedgoal scorer, forward sophomore © group.
The ’Jacks have played a.
Jenna Hunter; freshman cenhandful of games — some in
Meira
midfielder
tral
the Redwood Bowl — including
Dinsmore; junior forward
a trip to Oregon in which the
Gabby Ahmadia; freshman
women played a pair of games.
outside midfielder Kelly Hyde;
Concordia University of Portcentral
co-captains:
and
land was the first opponent,
midfielder junior Corrina
a
Becker-Wayman and junior - which resulted in a tie, and
game against Southern Oregon
sweeper Julie Jo Ayer-WillUniversity which the women
‘jams.
won.
Other returners include goal
After playing a warm-up
an
Megh
e
keepers sophomor
players:

Eureka
516 F St.

Friday & Saturday

WHOLE

I imagine that the timing of
practice was challenging for

creasing the size of the field
forces the players to increase
their speed of thought and action.”
During practice, Cumbo cre-.
ated game-like scenarios by
putting one team behind in the
score in an effort to prove that
a team has the ability to come

SS

“es

eoe

2? *

7:

.
ae
afer

game last Friday, the team will

play in an alumnae game this
Saturday to conclude its spring
practice sessions. It is a heated
rival game which concludes

with a barbeque for all to enjoy.
“Friday’s game was played
on a smaller turf field against
a team who is in pretty good
shape, whereas next weekend
we’ll play on a field that is very
big against a team who is not
nearly as fit,” Cumbo said. “We

will have to use the entire field

so that we can tire out the opposing team.”

}

Se
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labene a 28, 2

Rosa April 7 in the Pacific Coast
Championship played in Palo
Alto at Stanford University.
HSU finishes out the season
with a trip to the Santa Barbara
Tournament Saturday and
Sunday. Alumni are invited to join the team there.

|

Football alumnus

gets drafted to NIFL

HSU was Laura Winterhaulter,

draft

the Sioux Falls Storm of the
Football

Indoor

National
League

Producing on the track for

eeeae

; Se Ge Gaerne
iams

7
ete ob a aa
Penn
e
participa
an
Relays later this week.

who achieved a career-best

time of 68 seconds in the 400
hurdles.

Williams played cornerback

pe the Lumberjacks from 1998-

“(Williams) is constantly
working hard to get better and

system. He defius much-needed
the defensive
gives us the abil.

to learn our
nitely gives
depth in
backfield and

ity to do some different things,”

coach Mike Aldrich said in ‘
press release

:

Track runs toward
productive weekend

HSU track and field athlete

Dave Margraf hadarecordper-.

formahce on Saturday, hurling
the hammer 179 feet, seven
inches at the Woody Wilson
Classic.

Another standout for HSU
was Kate Droz, who placed a

solid second with her throw of
142-1 in the women’s javelin.
Droz

leads

the

nation

in that

alides into

Rowing

®@ winning weekend
_ Fair weather contributed to
St rowing equatingto victory
fr HSU atthe 19th annual Blue
Heron Redwood Sprints held
Saturday on Humboldt Bay.
The Lumberjack

women’s

intercollegiate rowing team
powered to victories in four of

12 races, defeating six other
participating

schools

deci-

sively. HSU totaled 61 points in

winning the Marybeth Shan-

non Trophy witha comfortable
margin

over

runner-up

Willamette University (32).

Weekend

in rugby

win, lose situation
HSU

men’s rugby finished

Under Utah Valley with a score
of 33-28 on April 6 and then finished

on

top 31-15 over

Santa

Coming
os

Events
:

hoaed =es

Seattle University (3)
Arcata Sports Complex, noon

wv

Track& Fie:
Penn Relays

Philadelphia, TBA
Priday

Track and Field
GNAC Multi-Events

Monmouth, Ore., 10 a.m.
Track& Field
Oregon Invitational
Eugene, Ore., 6 p.m.
.
Saturday

Softball vs.
Western

Washington

(3)

Arcata Sports Complex, noon

Track end Field

Chico Invitational
Chico, 3 p,m.

Track Invitational
and Field
Oregon
Eugene, Ore., 6 p.m.

Women’s Rowing
Cascade Sprints
’

Lake Stevens, Wash.

It’s a Community Thing i

In Appreciation For Our Friends Goan

TOFU SHOP
OPEN HOUSE

Saturday, May 4"
Visit
me

’

Scented Soaps

roe

Col
co

guylaaialum

nee

Sar

;

We will ship your
Mother's Day gift
anywh ere in the
contiguous U.S.

Frank
(off

CASWELL-MASSEY
Lotions ¢ Bath Gels

s

65

A

our

pemaiinae Mea al Po
a WEY Ta I)

ra

Noon - 4:00 p.m.

New

Martin

Plant
Court,

Ericson

Arcata

pial

Tia

fi

Learn m how soy
soy milk milk an and tofu are
are

made. Elegantly

made.
presented samples... desserts, spreads, side

ies FT,
pa as

dishes, meat alternatives. Up-to-date
nutritional infomation with Linda Redfield, Holistic pci oFdrag
For ee
call 822-7

‘

for $4.50
1031 H St.

at

¢ Arcata

Emerea a
St. ¢ Eureka

822-3450
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It’s time to teach tolerance

No professor wants to waste his life arguing with a recorded message
' My course, Physics 303, has

sack your brain for an answer

leagues in biology, astronomy,

_Hate crimes are serious, nd they happen all the time Bu
arog we cis tn-etp thant Wee-erepeming taper tiara AS
resolution; it’s stereotypes that have been ingrained in us for
ce arty

recently come to the attention

geology and probably in other
disciplines as well, its truth is
well-nigh self-evident.

tion to a statement that ap-

that agrees with the Bible. Otherwise, you will roast in hell.
“Once you incorporate this
kind of virus into your soft-

pears in the course syllabus.

ware, it will forever immobilize

Since I would like to be able
to answer his remarks, it
would be good to quote from
the syllabus:
“Then there is the matter of
the fundamentalist religions,
the ones that teach you that
faith is essential for salvation
— if you believe, then you are
saved. Otherwise you are
damned.
;

your mental capacity, turning

that a substantial corpus of lit-

you into a mobile vegetable.

“Symptoms of this mental

erature already exists on this
subject.

disease carry a very poor prog-

The very fact that Ford can

of the Rev. Clay Ford, a local
pastor who has taken excep-

It’s not a black and white issue, it’s about all nationalities, all
ns
and all religions.
orientatio
"The only way to stop hate crimes is to teach children differently. It means withholding our prejudices from children, who
are so easily influenced.

The classes Psychology of Prejudice (PSYC302) and Race and

Ethnic Relations (SOC303) provide substantial information
against the barriers of discrimination and its causes. eee:

Tusroae the ages, cultures have dominated each other for
wealth and land. This was the start of the modern-day
pov
h ate crime, Its an intolerance and ignorance

of other

ith curiosity and a desire to learn about others, people can

anes

ene

us

say

our

been set aside for useless polem-

ics. The problems described
above are not philosophical
ones; they are psychiatric in

virus myself; indeed, I suspect

take exception to what I have
said is in itself ademonstration
of the power of the virus —
turning as it does, promising
chains of reasoning into

closed, sterile loops.
No professor wants to waste
his/her life arguing with a recorded message.

nature.”

I uphold this statement in its
entirety.

Robert W. Astrue
physics professor

To me, as to many of my col-

oanroen READERS -2oc="

rape.
safe fromly
No woman ig complete

‘can be

t }@ problem that affects everyone, hot just women.

Julianna

Cook outlines, nor
cident
any attempt to clarify
any of the inaccurate
quotes, thus, publishing
the letter in poor taste.
I am sure the journalism department at HSU
does not instruct their students
to publish such tabloid-like

print

-

STRIKE
BACK

The Lumberjack. :

Men

of rape or sexual assault, but the chance of that

-

I was shocked
to see

happenings significantly lower in comparison to that of women
becoming victims.
‘To provide safe havenrfor women, the Women’s Center, along

that you
ter for a
First,
citizen

and the North Coast Rape Crisis Team, sponsor an annual Take

should have kept such a per-

with other organizations such as Humboldt Women for Shelter

Back the Night Rally.

In.a college town such as ours, rape is an epidemic. Sure

sonal attack bordering on

i

ot tha vtatiatice. it may not seem like rape and sexual

saa

assaults are running rampant in Humboldt County. But most
rapes and sexual} assaults are not reported because when a

estyamsntng sant hema te rome
easton

ete

tbe
entre toyed appiomn
naib
night
at
drunk,
not have

wrong, maybe gave the guy the wrong impression.

To feel completely safe, men are only allowed to sit in silent

cannot attend the march around town. There was
andort
supp

a men’s group at the same time ag the march. One of our female
reporters was denied entrance to this meeting.
This night is not.about segregation, as many would at first

about dealing with a personal, gender-based issue
butve,
belie
in separate, gender-based forums.

Statement
of Polic
Questions regarding the editorial
LOTTE

T

of

The

Lumberjack

should

be directed to the editor at (707) 826° ‘The Lumberjack editorials are
itten based on the majority opinoe of the newspaper's editorial

ran Cook’s letnumber of reasons.
my being a private
vs. a public figure

words, and guest columns no more
than
600 words.

¢ Letters can be mailed, delivered, or
e-mailed (preferred) to The Lumberjack, Nelson
Hall East 6, Arcata, CA
96521

E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
- Guest columns, cartoons and opinLetters and guest columns must inion articles reflect the opinion of the
clude the writer’s name, city of resiwriters,
not necessarily
those of The
dence and phone number. Include
umberjack or its staff.
—
and year in.school if a stuThe Lumberjack welcomes submist.
ions for guest columns or guest car‘ Letters from the same author will
only be published evry 30 da)
250
than
more
Lette should be no

slander from being printed.

Cook did not write a truth- ful account of the event, nor
- did The Lumberjack
staff attempt to contact me or my employer to ask for a responseor
to confirm
the letter’s

Nude

photo

campaign

My name is Gretchen
Kinney, and I am a candidate
for the Associated Students’
presidency.
This letter is in regards to
the criticism I have received

-accuracy. In. fact, the situation

detailed in the letter differed
significantly from the way it

matter.

was stated.
Other regional publications

Lumberjack’s irresponsibility
and lack of professionalism.

opted not to publish Cook’s letter because it was libelous.

Why then did The Lumberjack

not hold itself up to the same
level of journalistic integrity
like other local papers?
—

I am disappointed by The

Michael Moore Jr.
events coordinator,
Center Arts

is empowering, not exploitative
body,” “You’re
women,” and best
selling sex.”
These comments

exploiting
yet, “You're
:
have come

or sexual

what empowerment means.

When one demands that I
cover up my body, I find their
logic too similar to that of ex-

rights and empowerment of the

tremists, who impose the
burqa upon women.
And for those of you who tore

paign materials.
For readers who have yet to
see the material, allow me to
elaborate on why my poster

female body.

down my signs, consider your-

Are you starting to see the hypocrisy?
Yes, this photo is nude, but I

self an oppressor, because censorship is a form of. oppression.
However, I will remain

has been deemed controversial: I’m nude.

do not think that nudity necessarily implies sex.
The picture is not sexual, but

strong, opinionated and pas-

it is empowering because I am
not ashamed of my body.

lems with my nude body, come
talk to me about it, and we’ll
have that dialogue.

for my

controversial

cam-

The caption reads, “The Naked Truth.”
.
I perceived the photo to be
tasteful, but sadly, several

’ women on campus have ha-

from the mouths of women who
have fought for equal nudity

It is an artistic representation
of truth ... meaning no games,

rassed me over the photo’s

no lies and no cover-ups. So I ask

content.

those who are upset by this

have in-

photo to question their philoso-

cluded: “You're selling your

phy on the female body, and

Their comments

|

sionate.

.

Also, if you still have prob-

Gretchen Kinney
political science junior

see Letters, next page

“ams

1m, yo in class, your mother, your grandmother or your part:

The Lumberjack made

Cook’s remarks in the
“Letters to the editor”
in the April 3 issue of

d, your sister, your cousin, the girl who sits across

best

This

to

This could be

This letter is in re-

et

eel
a

let

goodbyes now, for no time has

I doubt that I discovered the

Decision to print letter deemed irresponsible and unprofessional

“Quenfourwothen ary raped intel itn,

er,

functions,

“Every time you try to think
for yourself, you have to ran-

alee

your

“So, if you happen to test positive for any of the above dys-

mental paralysis.

r his or her actions toward people who are different.

"We don't need a

‘nosis in this class. Be warned.

“This pernicious doctrine is
a kind of computer virus, producing a state of permanent

Op TT ci aciaeis tar ahh vellpac took
” But force-it-down-your-throat programs, educational materials and a director of diversity cannot change a person’s mind or
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The last summer of fun

Life is a series of transitions, still ready to be challenged at any age
As the semester
comes to an
end, allIcan
seem
to

think about

Over the course of the next
I’ve lived the marital lifeand
home here, it’s somewhat isoyear! will be fine-tuniareng
then divorced. So, I can never _lated and just too different. But
sume, contacting potentialemsay that I haven't experienced _1 have learned a great deal of
ployers and looking into living _ life before settling down to colthings about the area.
and moving arrangements belege and then a career.
I love the outdoors and the

fore graduation.

Even

is summer

I’msurethatI’'mnottheonly

and getting
out of here’

though, it’s

one here at HSU that feels this
way.

really hard to
imagine leav-

for awhile.

In fact, I've spoken with quite

time makes me realize that I

- will finally be graduating next
May
and
entering
the
workforce.
Gone will be the long breaks
of Christmas and summer.
Now there will be work schedules and short weekends.

I’m almost scared to graduate, knowing that I will now
have to use all the knowledge
I've learned over the years I’ve
‘been in school.

Graduating from collegeand
going into the unknown isjust
another of these transitions.
For me it just happened later in
life.
The concept of having toget
back into the workforc
is enot
at all alien to me.

§Iwasintherealworldbefore

Ne

through and

7/%S<

To be able to visit a hometown

My parents still reside in OrStarbucks every day is icing on
egon, butareplanningto move _ the cake.
after I graduate.
When Starbucks came to EuI have never really felt at
reka, I finally felt as though I

the world that he.is not

also occupying Jewish
land.
The territory known as
Israel was historically occupied by Jews who were

interested in peaceful
coexistence with Israel.
Insteadof continuing
talks, he shipped in
weapons. Instead of us-

Arabs later settled that re-

to

— he used it to orchestrate terrorism.

After the Holocaust, the United Nations designated a Jewish homeland
where their ancestors originated, and

drew up plans for a 50/50 division of
land between the Jews and Palestinians
— a fair solution for both parties.
Many Palestinians tried moving to
nearby Arab countries and were rejected or killed by fellow Arabs (thousands massacred were by Jordan). The

Read this for yourself in his declara-

hours inland into the mountains to see grandma as often as
I would like. But there is always
the chance that I will find a job
around her area.

Either way, I will be where I
feel happier just knowing that
Iam
closer to my family and the
area I love.
Now, if I could just get mom

and dad to move up that way,
life would be perfect.
Heather
is the Sports editor
and frequents Starbucks every
weekend
so she can absorb the
Seeling of home and get a taste

of heaven.

Letters:Hil's reappointment is notof ouroff aletrack
:
reminded

An editorial ls not needed to be

eae
ics covered in the April 10 editorial.
First, the “recent” focus.on Kathleen fea Collage ok
. ": Tae coalition was formed in response’

ee la
rts, Hi manites and

knowledge of Vice F

to the paesihe Josp of both Hillannd Ba

nt of au,

,

tt stadia

coe doani: tn nendtiaa

seems to me, such a hastily written and
uninformed editorial. Is there any

feared that with the loss of the depart-

sense of campus community sens

pons

wa

the ea

name sug-

eeueasenalien

Lt

eens

nae

track,” cannot be further from reality.
I'd like to.add that your fear that the.

tion (at‘www.idf.il).

Peace is not possible with a leader
who cannot be trusted.
Arafat’s political career depends on
continued tension in Israel, so long as
his people’s desperation can be blamed
on Israelis, and not his misappropriations of economic aid and his inability
to govern.

territories that Israel has since “occuew ee

the time and drive the two

Guest Column _ buiia their country —

ians.

eee

brought a piece of heaven to

-Eureka.
Even though I will be living
in Washington, I won't get the
time off to see the Mariners all

to re-

more money, incidentally, than the United States gives Israel

==

had a piece of home and was
thrilled to walk through the
doors and order my usual complicated cappuccino.
The people that work there
are a joy to sée and talk to.
Thank you Starbucks, you

nee —
Palestinians

gion,
which
became
known as Palestine, and they, Palestin-

“<=

we

where I can
Sundblad - see the Space
Needle,
Safeco Field and the new King
Dome,or whatever they will decide to name this one, out of my
car window as I drive to work.

cupants; Palestinians are

ie

mersed
in
the culture
here. But I
can’t call this
home after
next May.
My heart
lies
some-

OUT: “4s ~~ where else,

Military action is Israel's last resort,
after futile and unreciprocated peace
rhetoric perpetuated in the past few isefforts.
sues of The ‘Jack.
At the. Camp David Summit 2000,
_ The slander of Israelis:and their former Israeli prime minister Barak
prime minister Ariel Sharon is historimet with Arafat and Clinton, and was
cally blind and, more importantly, counwilling to meet 95 percent of Arafat’s
terproductive to peace efforts.
demands — including those territories
We want to clear up some of the misin question — in hopes
information.
Know the region’s hisof peace.
tory.
Arafat walked out of
Jews
are not the only oc. negotiations, showing

|

im-

TIME

pi ” were installed
as military buffers,
in response to attacks from surrounding Arab nations.

killed or driven out during

I

this is just
one of them.
by Heather
I am hopefully headed for Seattle after
graduation where it feels like
home, and most of my family
lives within a couple of hours

This is a response to the anti-Israel

the Roman era. Nomadic

that

ing

hind and having a whole
new life and
area to live in.
There
are
multipletransitions that
I’ve
gone

Know the region’s history
GuEST COLUMN

ing

have taken
up just by be-

of the area.

I went back tocollege. I traveled
_to a lot of places and to differentcountries meetingallkinds
of people along the way.

sy THe Anas/lenagi: Coaition

healthy eat-

ing this be-

This will be the last summer a few people lately that feelthe
of real fun for me, I guess.
way I do and they seemed reThe fact that this will be my
lievedtoknowtheyweren’tthe
last summer of taking tripsto only ones.
see my grandmother in WashLife is just aseriesoftransiington, see the Marinersplayat
tions that a person must go
Safeco Field and goon outdoor
through to get tothe next stage
excursions for long periods of in the life cycle.

_ See ee

eee

nent page

In closing, I want to point out that |
' will continue to do all I can to draw

tention to the procedural violations

and discrimination going on at HSU,
"and thanks for at least sending a wealk
What this statement
fails to acknowledge is one, not all feedback is ever positive for any person, and two, that two
Pieces of negative feedback allegedly
present in Hill’s Personnel Action File

message
of support.

But, not one coalition member needs
a Lumberjack editorial to be reminded
of our “mission.”
Jennie Hawthorne-O’Brien

were allegedly placed there after par-

NAS junior
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Some helpfu I tips

He has represented Palestinians

for 30 years, while Israel has concur-

ing in political views and approaches,

and dogs and sos

That should tell you that, no mat:
ter Israel’s approach, Arafat will not
everyless thanng
settle for anythi

only having the
opportunity

backed by the majority of Israelis,
won't allow that.
We want you to understand that Israe] has no other choice.

Condemning Israel’s military ac-

tions is prescribing a death sentence
to Israelis, which is not more “peaceful” in the end.
Why is there more noise about Pal-

hamsters grow-

esas

can imagine.
One day while we were on vacation,

ing up, I was so excited when I got a dog.
Two summers ago my roommate at
the time had a dog that was pregnant.
Her dog had a litter of eight beautiful
puppies. After falling in love with them,
I bought my favorite one and gave it to
my boyfriend for his birthday.
Our dog Hydro is big and very strong
‘and ts also the most loveable dog you

an older women at a shopping center

told us he was the most beautiful dog

gent and learns very quickly. He is also

she had ever seen. That night a friend
of my brother told us he was the ugliest
dog she’d ever seen.
[once had agas station clerk tellmeI
was disgusting when he saw
a pit bull in my car.
I had t
tha
a women and her
had
I also

well-trained and loves to play with other
dogs. He even loves cats.

on the street to ask if they

will ever meet. He is incredibly intelli-

estinian victims than Israeli ones?

Remember that the true “under-

dog” in the Middle East is the single
Jewish nation among 22 Arab ones.

to

raise goldfish and

thing.

until the Jews are out. And Sharon,

havior has to do with how their owners
have trained it.
Others of you will disagree, some casually and some of you will be really
I even suggested pit bulls
pissed off that
are good dogs.
In the almost two years we have had
Hydro we have had every reaction you

All my life my
father has been
allergic to cats

rently gone through five leaders rang-

that he won't stop
” He has declared

and chicren en how to ireract wih dogs

Educate youre

7-year-old daughter stop me

Force (IDF) responded by targeting

terrorists...

with
| strong;"I ‘have watched him play
to

-

; IDF. ‘soldiers. are college- -aged
required to serve in defense
of ‘their lives.

‘They are not the blood thirsty war-

‘mongers the media has depicted:
-To be. pro-peace is to stand upfor
Sharon. He is sending a clear mes-

| to people who use homicide as a
politica tool that this is unacceptable
and ineffective.
‘Terrorism will only escalate the
world, and is
in the ce
level 6f violen

antithetical to a lasting, meaningful
peace.

To truly “speak out for peace and

freedom,” denounce terrorism and
defend Israel's right to survive.

“The Arab/laraclt Coalition for
Dance eae: Sere vets

(WoLD THAT vore!
)

To be politically correct, since that

seems to be the trend, Hydro is an
American Staffordshire terrier. Ever
seen one? Would it help if I supplied a

EWEN

sibility regardless of its size. But if you

are getting a big dog, such as a pit bull

or rottweiler, be prepared to. become a

disciplinarian. All dogs must be disci-

unruly chihuahua
an ng
plined, but havi

Soe

eae

ase

children.

star-

we have made a
point to crouch
down to his level
'. making eye contact and having
him give kisses.
|

This interaction —

has helped him
to feel more comwith
fortable
children who may be at his eyelevel.
Fifth, educate yourself and your children about how to interact with dogs.
Lastly, trust your dog’s intuition. I
have only heard Hydro growl on very
:

. rare occasions, and both times this re-

action has diffused situations that were
potentially dangerous for me.
Lately I have noticed that the pit bull
population of Arcata has grown. I am
happy to see this because it means the
negative stigma attached to pit bills
seems to be changing.

Pit bulls as a breed are known for loy-

alty They live to please their owners, so
the same trait that makes them excel- |

lent pets also makes them good fighting

If you have a pit bull, discipline them,

on 7

ie!

)

Ssa

love them and take care of therh.
Help further the cause by training
your dog and showing by example that
pit bulls and other big dogs make excellent pets and companions.
Christine is the opinion editor of The
Lumberjack and would like to set the
record straight.

aly

The mauling death that took place in

San Francisco last year was not done by
pit bulls. The dogs were Presa Canarios.
Their looks resemble thatof a pit bull but
they are bigger and are known to be more

SAS

rot Cesc? ca

vore?

RAS

tas ine pidog iatlotd beosale’

wee

PY cas
ATU AS
SRURMERR

.

a

ALS

you vote?

by Christine Bensen

T
aat
EAS
b. sien

ve

Qor.

Somethin’ A Little Crazy

the recent mauling death of a little girl

anything. Everything I've said above is eg

fy

Thirdly, it is important to start socializing your dog at a young age. Not only
with other dogs,
but with people
too, especially
i

dro was a puppy,

in the Bay Area, I must speak up.
Here are a few things that I would like
Hydro is a pit bull.
Do you feel tricked? i didn’t lie about": tater? _ you ovevi hewing a ms

otek

against yours.

ing a dog straight
in the face is considered a chal_ lenge. Since Hy-

more common name for the breed?

em

responsible if my dog defends himself

Fourth,

to buy a puppy.
With the recent focus on
big dog attacks because of
the dog mauling in San Francisco and

WANTS AND NEEDS ARE--:

AND NOT SEEWO Any

yg

cause, if so, they would like

wiaT THE STUDENTS cA

VO

THROW NG

I’ve watched people cross.
to the other side of the street
to avoid walking past Hydro.
Other people have stopped
us on the street to find out if
we plan to breed him be-

any other kind of dog.
Now you’re probably wondering what
kind of wonder breed is this fabulous
Hydro?

either have a pit bull or know and love
one. You will whole heartedly agree that
pit bulls are not inherently bad, and realize that, like any other dog, their be-

and traits will fit well with your
lifestyle.
Secondly, if you have a dog that enjoys starting fights with other dogs
please keep them on a leash.
It has become nearly impossible to go
to the forest without at least one dog
going after Hydro. If my dog is on a
leash and yours is not I cannot be held

in return.

Hydro is an all-around awesome dog,
and after having him I will never buy

Bees

Rk -

At You

small children adjusting his strength
their level so that they can play until
they lose interest.

true.
Now some of you will read this. and

dog. Make sure that your dog’s breed

could pet Hydro. For five
minutes I stood there while
they petted Hydro and receivéd many grateful kisses

Hydro is also very good with children.
Although I have a hard time playing tug
of war with Hydro because he is so

villans, while the Israeli Defense

is much safer than having an unruly pit.
First, do research before you * alla

A

ASS
ahaadauds

temperamental.

ie
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
requesting money a

sent or giving
@ credit card number over the phone,

cae and parks. We are
Offices
an
shania Lab Gator sis eammans in

ter Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumber-

Wage: $7.44 per hour. Applications
available Monday 8a.m.to5p.m.at

you may want to contact the local Bet-

maintenance
of recreation facilities.

jack ie not reeponsibie
for the validity of — 1656 Sutter
Rd. in

Dead-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
_ STREET ADDRESS
STUDENT GROUPS: Earn $1,000$2,000 with the easy Campusfundmiser.com
three-hour
event.
Doss not. in-

CITY, STATE, ZIP

volve credit card

Gates are filing quicidy, so call today! Contact
com at 688-923-

S250 oF Via WeCATpNALNSRIECCOM. — Adventures Kayaking. 677-3124,

FOR RENT
— One to six bedroom’

www.northcoastadventures.

WANTED
LEA
FORVIN
THE SUMMER?
GRent

— Rn

ie 2 aE aaa

-

mer rentals May 28 through August 2
for team players. All players are
screened and will treat your place as if

=?

ROOMMATE

Sate)

SPOUSE/PARTNER

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY Career Cent
NHW 130

— TEL 826-3341

www.humboldt.edu/~career

CEneper HOURS Mon-Fri 8-5

mae
GO
8). aa;

TOYOTA

LANDLORD/TENANT
raat

|

«

* Brakes

id

“* (free inspection & estimate)

° Electrical Repairs

)
y

* Cooling Systems

E

¢ Clutches + Engine Overhauls
- Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

7a
(©)

&

Ho}

)
PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR

;

:
i

;
"i

for 2002-03: $800 stipend per year. Coordinate and implement an effective pub-

lic relations campaign for the Associated

Students. Desire student with a strong

interest in student issues. Contact Elexis

Mayer, A.S. President, 826-4221. Appiication deadline: Monday, April 29.
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... tO reach :

Rhe

campus and community
ivered in Humboldt County)

affordable ad rates!
Prrid out how you can best utilize your
.
Lumberjack.

AND

TUBS

Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 em

Friday & Saturday
noon
to | am

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
corner

5th &

J, Arcata « 822-2228

reservations

